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Andrew·Young Predict$

.C'!'ION\il

S. Af'ri.ca's 1fttftter ' Faces Hell'
NEW YORK (UPI) - .U.N. ·calling Young a "racialist" who
Ambassador Andrew Young, an bates White Americans.
oroained Pro~estant minister I said
Thursday South African Prime , Also touching on the recent conMinister John Vorster faces hc:ll for troversial death of S~uth African
"The sinful ,Jife he has adopted as !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
national policy."
.
· '
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa
(UPI) - Police Thursday
Young told the governing board
a~rested
more than 600 Blacks,
of the National Council of
100 children, in a new
including
Churches the lives of South
on Black dissidents and
crackdown
Africa's 19 million non-whites 'jare
announced
seizure powers unused
being jeopardized" by Vorster's
World
War II to counter tl;le
since
apartheid policy of racial
U.N.
Arms
Embargo.
segregation.
·
In one Black towns!lip police
"Lord have mercy on the hell ·opened fire with shotguns ·on a
that faces John Vorster an·d the group of Black rioters who threw
.
sinful life he has adopted as rocks at police cars.
Police spokesman Maj. Gen.
national, policy," said Y 9ung, a·
United Church of .Christ minister Dawid Kriel said a gang of about 50
who still preaches when he finds the Black youths began stoning police
vehicles in Cardock, a sheep fartime~
ming town about 450 miles south of
Johannesburg,
forcing police to
Young's comments came a day·
open
fire.
He
said
there. were no
after South African Police Minister
injuries.
Jimmy Kruger made a speech

Black leader Steve 'Biko, Young
said, "There is nothing to fear in
the ,kind of death that Steve Biko
faced."
"There is no progress without
·suffering and there is no remission
of sins w~thout the shedding of
innocent blood," Young said.
Kruger conceded that Biko died
of brain injuries rather than as a
result of a hunger strike as first

.

.

.

•

·

He also predicted that the situation in, South Africa could be
resolved "without massive armed
conflict."
Elsewhere on Africa Young cited
"church leadership" as being at the
forefront of the "liberation of
Mozambique (where) I saw a deeper
strain of humanism and multiracism than in any country I have
visited."
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IThen Pick Up the Phone I
. You have the opportunity to have a say in the
future of UNM parking. All you have to do is pick.
up the phone.
The Campus Planning Committee makes
recomn;endations t? the UNM Board of-Regents
on solymg the atrociOus parking situation at UNM
The . committee will be soliciting opinions 0 ~
parkmg .from the campus community at a meeting
next Tuesday in the Kiva on campus.
.
.
only problem is, the meeting will be held at 5

. hI '.• c Dept Staff.
A t et
= _;=~ p.~~e
•
·
Issues E.xp Ia nations §
.

announced at the time of his death.
However, the South African
official added, "A man can damage
his brain many ways. I often thin,k
of banging my own head against a
wall.''
In his talk, Young referred to
Vorster and Rhodesian Prime
Minister Ian Smith as ''my
brothers, however illegitimate their
policies may be."

~e at the LOBO, along with ASUNM, the
Offlce for Research and Consumer Affairs
(ORCA) a?d New Mexico Public Interest Group
=
(PIR~) thmk that's ·a pretty poor time for a
Ac_:ording to fig~ res released. hy ~. · meetmg. We th~nk most students are 'long gone
. the. UNM .Athletic De~artment,. E from campus by' p.m.
Kn1ght received a pay luke from §
Estelle Rosenblum and. John Carn'ey of the

~

committee said an additional meeting will be called
.;'!,
if students don't like the 5 p.m. starting time.
;,;..
So if you don't like the starting time and would
like. to have another you can do something about it.
{":·
Simply call one of the previously-mentioned-tit··~
groups by 5 p.m. today and suggest one of the
alternatives~ Alternative l.) 12 noon, Alternative
·,
2,) 3 p.m., or Alternative 3.) 7:30 p.m. We'll pass
\,,
the results along to Prof. Carney and Prof.
get a good response, there'll

y:

~~!~~~:1~~r:;e~i~g~e

~~

-_= :~

The numbers are:
ASUNM-277-5528.
New Mexico Daily LOBO- 277-5656
§
ORCA- 277-2336 .
S
PIRG- 277-2757
·'.
·• '' ' ~~~ :·'· ,,~,, , .. ,.
Remember, if you don't do it, it won'1 get done. E
It only take a minute to call.
§

By JAMES SMITH
LOBO Staff Writer
Several athletic staff members
(cont. on pogo 6}
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who received·· substantial salary
increases in the Athletic Department budget were contacted
Thursday for explanations for the
hikes.
Beverly Quinlan woman's
athletic trainer, was given the
highest salary increase. She said her
salary was raised ·from $3,000 to
After the swearing in of 12 newly
Bill 15, which would make atThe appropriated money will go
By D.M. FLYNN
$12,102 this year because she was
elected senators, senator Anne
t'o travel expenses of three UNM tendance by senators to senate and
Asst. News Edito~
"certified as an athletic trainer last .
Dunphy
was elected president procommittee
meetings
mandatory,
undergraduate women who will
April."
tempore,
defeating senator Mimi
5-7-0
vote
at
the
was
defeated
by
a
attend an international women's
Quinlan said the job became
•
Swanson
who held the position
In
a
roll-call
Wednesday
meeting.
available after the job she held as a . The ASUNM Senate ap- conference in Houston. The women· vote, senators Benson, Dunphy,
previously. The new senators will
field hocky coach at UNM was propriated $180, defeated a cenbegin action next week.
Hernandez, Martin, Martinez,
phased out.
sorship act and ·elected a new will fly to El Paso and then drh;e to
In other action, Vice President
~oibal
and
Anaya
voted
to
defeat
Houston during the weekend of
The second largest raise went to president pro-tempore in the last
Dave
Garcia announced that next
the bill.
Nov. 18.
Bill Silverberg, a track coach, meeting of the session.
semester the senate will have its
because of a pay loss that he sufmeetings on Wednesday affered when he fransferred from
ternoons, rather 'than Wednesday
Eastern New Mexico University in
evenings. The· afternoon meetings
Portales, he said.
will attract more students and
"I lost $7,000 in salary when I
faculty, Garcia·said.
transferred here July of 1976. At
University Architect Van Dom
· ENMU I was head track coach and
Hooker and John Carney of the
an assistant professor of health and
Campus Planning Committee
physical education," he said.
presented the senate with a report
Silverberg's salary'was increased
by the parking subcommittee.
from $1.9;ooo to $18,377 by the
Hooker and Carney said they were
Athletic Department.
looking for input from the stuilent
Those whose salaries show a
body and announced a public
_ significant hike in the non-revenue
hearing on parking. The hearing, is
sports catagory have jobs other
tentavely scheduled for Tuesday at
than just in the athletic department.
5 p.m. in the Kiva.
Dick McGuire, director of UNM
The appointments of Lanea
golf courses and professional
Johnson to the Scholarships,
golfer, said the salary increases
Awards and Prizes and High
charted in the tOBQ Thursday
School Relations Committee and
were misleading.
Greg Jones to the Elections
.. Dwaine Knight and Henry
Commission were passed by a
Sandles, both assistant golf inunanimous voice vote.
structors, earn $6,000 per year for
Senator . Phil
Hernandez,
coaching through the Atbletic
representative to the Elections
Department: The rest of their
Commission, announced campaign
income is derived from a second job
violations during the Nov. 2
at the South Golf Course," he said.
ASUNM general elections. The
The golf course operates on a
Coalition Party has been fined a
budget· separate from the athletic
total of $20, United Students for
departmenL
Direct
Action (USDA) $30 and
ASUNM Court Chief Justice Tod Pink (left) swears in newly-elected senators at the
McGuire said Dwaine knight .ASUNM Senate meeting. From left to right the senators are David McCrane, Marc Seid· Tom Fisher was fined $20. All of ·
worked about 30hours per weelc. at
·man, John Kelso, Stephany LeMay, Pat Toohey, Mimi Swanson, Joe Gorman and Leroy the fines were levied for violations
the golf course and Henry Sandles
of campaign rules concerning the
Warrln.
put in about 40 hol!rs.
, placement of campaign posters.
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Their Terms·Just Run Out

·Old Senators· Never Die
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Egypt Okays Talk Plans

Cl

Egypt softened its stand on PLO
representation at Geneva and has
'R agreed to a new U.S. formula for
" reconvening peace talks. Arab and
~
:;:c Western diplomats in Cairo said
z" Thursday. President Carter
welcomed the Egyptian stand but
0
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Covered
'IIV"agon
Makers of Jta"nd Made
Indian

)e~elry

OLDTOWN

.t<,yeglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service, quality and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
{.\f'l/ door lo ( ·a.H'If Fif•tu/1 JJrug)

Lomas at Wa<hington
255-63ilill'l

Israel was doubttul.
In Tel Aviv, Prime Minister
Menahem Begin said he was not
aware of any new U.S. working
paper for Geneva. "I don't think
this is a truthful piece of information," he said.
President Carter, warning that
the Middle East was "teetering" on
the brink of a new war, told a news
conference in Washington he was
"pleased" with Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat's statement Wednesday that he would be willing to
go to Jerusalem to negotiate peace.
"I hope that Jordan and Syria
and Lebanon will make a similar
response to us," Carter said.
Syria was reported to be undecided and the sources said Sadat
would soon make a trip to
Damascus to attempt to win over'
President HafezAssad.

United (Qmpus ffilnlstty ·
5:30 p.m. Fri.: Singing Group
7:00p.m. Fri.: Pizzo. Po.rt,y o.t Del Re,y Po.rk
9:15 o..m. College Sundo.,y School Clo.ss
CentrGI United methodist Church
1 block west of UNm - 215 Pine NE

5:30p.m. Sundo.,Y: Powergroup meo.l
6:15p.m. Sundo.,y: Powergroup

_PersonQI Counseling
AIWQ.YS AvQUQble
United ministry Center
lBOllo.s lomo.s NE
247-0497
One block Nor~h of Schole's Ho.ll
Positive, Joyful o.nd Christio.n
Sponsored b,Y the Disciples of ChriM, the
United Chutch of Chtlst, United methodlst Church,
ood lhe United Pmsbyterlo.n Church In the USA.

J!OIILL 60
APE OJ7EB

Gf!RELLI. MOTORIZED BICYCLE~.

Begin said he welcomed the latest
Egyptian· peace overtures and if
Sadat flew to Tel Aviv. "! will go
out myself to Lod (Ben-Gurion)
Airport to receive him. We shall
receive him with all honors due a
president."
The diplomatic sources in Cairo
said Sadat now no longer insists
that the PLO be explicitly listed as a
participant at Geneva.
Instead, the said, he accepts the
inclusion of "Palestinians" in a
single Arab deleg<~tion on the
understanding that a low-level PLO
representative be present.
The sources said the new
American formula calls for the
United States and the Soviet Union,
as conference co-chairmen, to issue
invitations to the countries concerned saying the elements of a
settlement - including the Palestianian question - would be discussed by the full conference and its
working committees.
Unlike an American-Israeli
working paper agreed to Oct. 5 but not accepted by the Arabs the invitation would de-emphasize
procedure by refraining from spelling out what committees are to be
set up and how they are to be
composed.
"Procedural questions do not
interest me at all," Sadat told the
Egyptian Parliament Wednesday
night. "I am going to Geneva."

United Press International

Largest selection
of styles &
colors
anywhere

Gorelli

ANN ARBOR Mich. - Despite
affirmative action programs, there
will be a substantial income gap
between young Blacks and young
Whites for the next decade,
economists said Thursday.
A continuing University of
Michigan survey that has gauged
the financial growth of 5,000 U.S.
families for 10 years detected
serious obstacles on the career
ladder for young Blacks, the
economists said.
"The popular belief these days is
that 'Whites are in trouble (because
of affirmative action) and people
think Blacks, except possibly teenagers, are doing well. But that just
isn't the case," said Saul Hoffman,
as an assistant economics professor ·
at the University of Delaware who
has been involved in the study.
Contributing to the income gap,
Hoffman
said,
was
an
"astonishingly high" unemployment rate among Blacks between 20
and 29, race discrimination. and the
fact Blacks are more likely than
Whites to wind up in dead-end
jobs.
Among young persons who had
worked for six years as of 1967, the
survey found Whites earned about
$3.30 per hour while the average
hourly wage for Blacks was about
$2.40.

_Texas Battles for$
LAS VEGAS, Nev. - The State
of Nevada, with one-week headstart, will be joined Monday by the
State of Texas in conducting
separate trials aimed at determining
the same thing - is the strange,
hand-scrawled "Mormon will"
attributed to Howard Hughes real
or phony.
The spotlight in the legal battle
for Hughes' millions turned Thursday to Houston, where a state judge
rejected a request to postpone the
probate trial of the will in that state
until completion of the Nevada
trial.

estimated at as low as $167 million
and as high as $2.5 billion.
In Las Vegas, jury selection
passed the halfway point as the trial
entered its fourth day.
Only one jury candidate, Claude
Martin, 62, Las Vegas, was
questioned during the morning
sesion and dismissed by attorneys
for cause.
Martin, a member of the
Mormon Church and a maintenance man at the Stardust Hotel,
said he didn't believe reports that
Hughes was too ill to venture
outside the Desert Inn Hotel where
The delay had been sought by he lived from 1966 to 1970.
attorneys representing Noah
Dietrich, long-time aide to Hughes
and executor of the Mormon will,
and lawyers for the church, who
argued it would be impossible for.
them to be in two states at one time
to present their cases.•
WASHINGTON _ AnheuserState District Judge Richard W.
Busch Inc. claimed Thursday that
Millard told the lawyers he had no
the Miller Brewing Co. has been
authority to tell probate Judge Past
deceiving consumers by selling
Gregory to postpone Monday's
Lowenbrau beer as though it is
trial.
imported when it really isn't.
Texas is battling to prove that
In an unusual complaint to the
Hughes was legally a resident of Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
that state when he died April 5, Anheuser-Busch asked that Miller
. parent coml?any, Philip Morris
1975, aboard a medical flight from 1ts
Acapulco to Houston. It would Inc., and t~eir advertising agency,
stand to reap millions in inheritance McCann-Enckson Worldwide, be
taxes if their claim is proved.
ordered to halt the alleged
Nevada, however, has no such deception.
tax.
Miller got exclusive rights to
Hughes' wealth has been produce and market Lowenbrau in
the United States in 1974. It then
.began brewing it in the United
States and· recently revealed that

The survey's findings bolstered a
theory held by many economists
that a dual,labor market exists in
which Blacks tend to be admitted
only into less attractive, less
lucrative jobs, Hoffman said.
"People are beginning to argue
that it's time to stop government
interference," he said. "But this
study suggests that affirmative
action is clearly necessary - the
problem is not going away and will
not resolve itself."

Rail Rates
On Cargo
Will Rise
WASHINGTON - The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)
Thursday granted the nation's railroads permission to hike cargo rates
on all products by 5 per cent effective Nov. 30.
But the ICC said it will investigate whether the rate hikes are
justified for several products,
including newsprint, iron and steel
and items that are recycled.
A commission spokesman said
the ICC was worried that costs for
hauling those products might
already be excessive, and it could
force the railroads to pull back on
its rates if that is found to be the
case.
_
The American Association of
Railroads requested the 5 per cent
hike on Sept. 26, saying its
members had a $1 .1 billion increase
over the past year in costs for labor,
materials, fuels, equipment and
supplies.
The rate increase will apply to all
goods moved by rail in interstate !
commerce, that is between two or l;.
more states.
The association spokesman said j
railroads do not expect to lose .
customers as a result of the higher •
prices because alternative modes of
transportation - including trucking- also are hiking their rates.
'\
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Bailey said the emergency loan
fund is used by the Afro-American
Studies to provide student~ with $50
to $100 in short-term loans.
Keynote speaker for the banquet
is Edgar Burnett, educator and
Omega Psi Phi member. Bailey said
the banquet will have the locallybased Jr. Uhuru Sasa dance troop
present a voodoo . dance. Ticket
price also includes a full-course soul
food buffet.
The banquet is open to the
public.
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Regents Eye Fee ·cut

'?

0

The UNM Board ofRegents are considering making
only graduate students who carry six or more hours
pay the $11 graduate student fee said Margaret Moses,
Graduate Student Association (GSA) president.
"The Regents haven't yet decided where the cutoff
will be, but they're thinking of exempting those
graduate students carrying Jess thasn six hours from
paying the fee," she said.
At present all graduate students pay the $11 fee.
She said the Board of Regents hasn't come to a
decision on the fee cutoff pending hearing of the other
side's viewpoint, that is, those students taking less
than six hours who do not want to pay the fee,

grow because of a larger 'budget to photography, American Indian art,
By ROBERT ALMY
crafts and modern art, but smaller
purchase slides.
LOBO Staff Writer·
Praxiteles,,a Greek sculptor who
Richardson said the library now in the areas of classical sculpture,
lived in the fourth century B.C., circulates about 15,000 slides each art from the Orient and medieval
would be amazed if he were here year. She said the lending policy is art.
Richardson said library staff
today to find reproductions of his restricted to UNM faculty and
members have been working on a
work housed in one room alongside graduate teaching assistants.
a collection of 250,000 images of
Richardson said the library has backlog of 50,000 to 60,000 slides
sculpture, crafts, paintings, both black and white slides and which developed in 1966-68 when
graphics, photography and ar- .color slides. She said each slide is the library was staffed only with
chitecture.
mounted between two pieces of students working part-time to
Such a collection exist's and is the glass, but the color slides will fade mount slides. She said the librarians
Fine Arts Slide Library which into a magenta color after five to now research and catalog slides
provides visual aids for UNM ten years. She said the collection before mounting them in glass.
Bunting said the UNM slide does
faculty in art history, studio art, must be regularly weeded to remove
not
have the any of the older
photography and architecture.
the magenta slides and reorder or
lantern
slides (3-inch by 5-inch) that
The slide library, previously in remake them.
are
being
phased out by all libraries
the Fine Arts Center, was moved
Bunting said the slide collection
because
they are no longer
· this summer by its staff of three "compares quite' favorably" to the
produced.
He said this is an adlibrarians and eight students, to the slide library at the Fogg Museum at
vantage
to
UNM faculty because
art building under construction Harvard University. He said the
north of the Yale Reservoir. The collection is larger than the Fogg two projectors are not required.
east half of the top floor of the art Museum in the areas of The collection of the slide library is
building was completed early for
the slide library and the art history
faculty.
The five rooms of the new slide
library is described by Zelda
Richardson, slide librarian since
1972, as "a gathering place for art
historians.'' The library includes
the slide collection room, two slide
viewing rooms, a room containing
mounted photographs, and an
office and work area.
The library began in 1948 when
Art Professor Bainbridge Bunting
arrived at UNM and was given by
· the art department 5,000 unmounted slides and a small budget
Openings are now available in nuclear power,
for film, developing chemicals and
engineering, aviation, business management,
mounting materials.

Employment
Opportunities

1

,
·,l
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ill)prted Lowenbrau was thing of
!he past. The company has claimed
1ts domestic version is an approved
formula.
A suit was filed in federal court
in the Midwest recently by a consumer complaining about the same
issue but it was later withdrawn.
The complaint, unusual because
one company rarely takes on
another before the FTC, claims that
Lowenbrau is "brewed with different ingredients and under a
different process than the wenknown German product."
The complaint alleges that consumers are being misled because the
advertising and marketing for
Lowenbrau is calculafed to make
them think they are getting an
imported bottle of beer.
The company, in announcing the
complaint, said the marketing
tactics "mislead consumers,
causing them to believe, contrary to
fact, that Lowenbrau is still brewed
and imported from Germany, or
alternatively, that the domestic
product is the same as the Germanbrewed version." .

tuition and book expenses,

Grad Students

She said GSA preserited a 15 minute talk at the elt1•
meeting emphasizing the danger to GSA funding, -7,
which is provided by the $11 fee, if the Regents do b
o'
decide to put a cutoff on the fee.
.0
She said four major problems WO\lld arise: the GSA
z
budget would be cut by over a third; much of the 0
;i
money provided to services such as the Lobo, KUNM
Child Day Care Center, etc. would have to be cut; the 3o'
cutoff would hurt departmental GSA's because their ...
"'
funding comes from the campus GSA; and the campus
GSA represents all graduate students, but GSA cannot
~
represent those graduate students who do not pay the ._,
fee.
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Sliding Through The Ages in Art Library
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Alleged False Advertising .
Brews Trouble for Beer
r;i

Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
sum'!ler, session by the Board of Student

Lead & Cornell SE
268-4337

AfJo-American ·studies and
Omega Psi Phi fraternity will hold
their annual National Achievement
Week banquet on Sunday, Nov. 13,
at 4 p.m. in the SUB ballroom, program director, Harold Bailey said
Thursday. The fund-raising dinner
proceeds will help provide
emergency loans for students and
scholarships for freshmen.
C. J. Jones, amemberofOmega
Psi Phi and co-chairman of the
banquet, said part of the money
will be added to the Student Aids
fund and used for scholarships to
needy Black freshmen by covering

The Career Ladder
Is Still Hard Climb

.

If you're going "bananas" over high
gas prices, swing over to a 150 mpg
moped. That's the big strong Garelli,
(not gorilla)

Fund-Raising Dinner
Promoted for Loans

"""'"'.....

t;· '
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Bunting said the next 14 years
were a "long hard struggle" as he
·· worked weekends and evenings to
mount slides and photograph book
pages to enlarge the slide collection
for use with art history classes he
concurrently developed.
In 1962 the first librarian was
hired and the collection began to

civil engineering and nursing. Starting
and allowance is $12,000. Bonusesiun~0~~~~:~~+
fields. Medical and dental care is o
For further information call (505)
or
send resume to Navy Information Team, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM 87108.

in the modern 2-inch square slides.

two slide reviewing rooms for
students,;, said Bunting.

Bunting said one weakness in the
collection is the small number of
photographs of art mounted on
cardboard which can be used by
student for review. "We have tried
to compensate for this by using the

Bunting said the library now is
"run smoothly and professionally,
just the way it should be. It has
been a long time to get there. I'm ,
of course, gratified."
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ll:OOam to 8:00pm

FREE 500-mile checliup
BRINGINY9UR TURNTABLE
AND CARTRIDGE
Presented by MICRO-ACOUSTIC
CARTRIDGE FACTORY REPRESENTITIVE
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Th~ ftflcto-Awwlict}D~Z Cartridge AnalyUJ'

O.dJlt,..ropt, CBS Lnln Tl•t /fl"corJ.

The stylus on your cartridge

Clean and check stylus weat,

travels aboul one mile of

square wave response,
lntermodulatlon distortion,·

record groove per listening
hour so It's a good Idea to

capacitance effects. turntable

check your cartridge every 300
to 500 miles (hours) of use.

speed, tracking, anti-skating,
channel balance, phasing
and crosstalk,

SOrry, low cost & non·magnetlc
phonographs cannot be tested
as they damage delicate test records.

SAVE WAITING TIME. Phone lor appt.

1/J

0
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z
o 3011 Monte Vista NE Near UNM
1-«'

Financing available

~OS FOR OllER 28 VEAIIS

255-1694

}.j
,

TYPING SERVICE
o Professional
• Reasonable
o !BM Selectrics
268 _8515
Kmko's ·2312central
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The Catbird's Seat

Dante's. Degree

Television
Friday

I

FOUR YEARS I suff'rd getting through this place,
But I should have known, the UNM gods held a final ace.
Only one more semester awaits this editor,
yet the gods would ruin a Saturday morning, me they'd tediously
bore.
One final requirement in order to leave the rest,
One more annoyance - the 88th hour test.
SOME UNIVERSITY big-wig, had been the one to say,
"Those lay-about seniors, let's make them pay,
When I went to college, it was really tough,
.
Frat parties, goldfish, bobby sox, now that was rough.
I knowwhat we'll do, we've got the power,
We'll give them this test, after the 88th hour,
and we woo't let them go, 'till it's complete,
Yes, if they don't take it, their diplomas we'll delete.
What matters their score, who cares if it's blank?
Don't worry about that, I'm just an old crank."
AND SO FROM among 21,000, all seniors were plucked,
And that test, I'll tell you, it was really
·
Did I forget to announce? It was fill in the blank.
Yes, that vocabulary test was really quite rank.
The reading comprehension, my taste it didn't cater,
You see I know nothing, of multi-screen radar.
The math was no better, calculus always gave me woe,
My answer to the queries, uhhh, "D. There ain't enough info."
It's funny how memories, sometimes they fade.
But didn't I take this test before, in the sixth grade?
BETWEEN EXAMS the tester announced a break,
But his next proclamation was more than I could take,
Oh how that announcement brought upon gloom,
"You can leave your seat, but you can't leave the room."
"Kind sir," I said, as I raised my hand, •
"I have a slight problem, I'm sure you'll understand,
See I left home in a hurry, and that's no bull,
And now it's my bladder, you see it's quite fJ!II."
"No way," he said with a look that was cruel,
"You can't leave the room, a rule is a rule."
SO TO MY SEAT I return'd, with two hours to go,
Just a trip to the john, would surely make me glow,
But I was stuck here, taking this examination,
If only I could spend 10 minutes in blissful urination.
"Open your test booklets," the ogre said.
I crossed my legs and through the test fled.
So soon did I finish, that there remain'd an hour more,
I handed in my test and headed for the door.
"Return to your seat." "What," and I looked kind of sick.
"A rule is a rule, and this one will stick."
ARGUMENT WOULD be futile, I sloshed to my seat,
So the tester was a stickler, well him I'd beat.
I'd sit in that chair, and take may mind from that room so
sleazy,
But with rriy bladder inflated, it wouldn't be easy.
Thinking of writers will help me win, I know it,
My first thoughts were of Dante, the greatest of poets.
Through the circles of hell he went, and there were more than seven
Surely I could make it for an hour, without any heaven.
He wrote 100 cantos in some "off" kind of rhyme,
But at least.he could leak, this was a crime.
HOW ABOUT MILTON, the blind one, now there was a poet,
But Adam could use a bush, and it didn't help that I know ,it.
Then maybe Shakespeare, his Falstaff was ribald,
·vet even fatso could go, when nature call' d.
Well let's try James Joyce and poor Leopold Bloom,
He wand'rd hated through Dublin, but could use the restroom.
Then Steinbeck, Hemingway and Twain, well they're all dead,
But when they were alive, at least they could use the head.
Not Fitzgerald, not Petrarch, nor any of the rest
Had it as tough as me- trapped by a test.
I LOOKED ATthe clock, the minutes were fleeting.
Dante and I had given this need a beating.
I vow'd to Alighieri, since he'd made the test a treat,
That this week I'd dedicate to him, this "Catbird's Seat."
How I admire the talent of that Italian writer,
Yet I couldn't help but wonder, as I rushed down the hall.
One question before parting, for without the answer I'd be sadder,
Do vou think Dante could pass the 88th hour test, with an overflowing
bladder?
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James Garner and Lou Gossett 8
p.m. ch.l3.
GI Blues, a 1960 Elvis movie where
he sings, of all things. 10:55 p.m.
onl3.
Biood and Saud, 1941 version of
Ibanez's "Sangre y Arena" with
Tyrone Power, Anthony Quinn
and Rita Hayworth. ll :JS p.m.
ch. 13. Ole.
Charlie Cobb: Nice Night for a
Hanging, (but aren't they all?)
made for T.V. with Clu Gulagcr,
Ralph Bellamy and Stella Stevens
11;30p.m. ch. 4.
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Don't Give Up the Ship, man
overboard at 2:30p.m. on ch. 7.
Intimate ·Strangers, any body's
guess on this one, 8 p.m. ch. 7.
Seven Lillie Foys, Bob Hope's
classic with Milly Vitale 11:30
p.m. ch. 13.
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DOONESBURY

The Iceman Writeth

ZONklil?. HARRIS, YOU'Re

Losers Unite

tu!P&LY R£13/IROW As
AN ASTIJTe 08S&YI31<.
OF 71/B LtJCAL. CAMPIJS sCENe ..
I

by Steve Smith
1 heard a news story on the radio this summer about a gentleman in
France who had decided to end it all.
This unhappy soul apparently tried several unsuccessful methods to
complete the deed including washing down his wife's contraceptive
pills with a half liter of red wine.
·
Finally he decided that turning on the gas in his house would do the
trick. As he waited to be overcome he decided to have one last
cigarette, but, as fate would have it, there wasn't a cigarette in the
house.
.
Being in no particular hurry and anxious for a smoke he went to the
local tobacconist. By the time he got back home he had forgotten all
about the gas and, as he walked in, happily puffing on his cigarette, he
blew his house to bits.
Luck was not with our hero, however, for not only did he fail to kill
himself (he escaped without injur,y, as a matter of fact) but, when the
police arrived, he was charged with arson.
1 feel a great kinship with this unfortunate gentleman from across the
sea for I, too, consider myself one of those special persons who is
known all over the world as a born loser.
Like the gentleman above we born losers have no luck at all.
Whenever I tell a Polish joke there's always some giant-sized Pollack
within earshot who has absolutely no sense of humor. Whenever
people copy test answers from me I'm always the one accused of
cheating. The people on both ends of a blind date are usually born
losers.
It's not that we don't try. God knows we try; perhaps too hard. We
do everything exactly the same as the cool dudes do but we are always
tripped up by some'little quirk of fate.
1think the problem is that born losers expect things to go wrong. We
do everything right and then sit around waiting for that one little thing
to go wrong that will make us look like fools.
It's time to change all that. Born losers unite! Be proud of your
uniquenessllt's not everybody who can be as klutzy as us.
Let's form a club. Let's shed our aura of negativity. Let's make being
a born loser a positive thing. MaybE! we could even have a born loser
Hall of Fame. We could nominate Harvey Haddix as honorary
president. (Harvey was a major-league pitcher who once hurled 12
innings without allowing an enemy batter to reach first base. Unfortunately for Harv, while he was pitching perfect baseball, his own team
was failing to score any runs to support him. He lost the game in the
13th and earned himself an asterisk in baseball's record books. Sup.perstars get MVP awards; born losers get asterisks.)
Remember, pride is our watchword. We are special. Things happen
to us that don't happen to ordinary people. I once was charged with
leaving the scene of an automobile accident. I left through the windshield.

Senate Brawls

Editor:
After reading Mr. Coston's denunciation of the ASUNM Senate we
at the LoA are forced to agree that the' senate meetings are enacted like
the brawls one sees in elementary school, without the humor. Of
course, this situation only occurs when there is a meeting as the
majority of the senators never show up, Needless to say, we wonder
what our new spring semester senators will act like! We see nothing
new out of this bunch because this "mixed bag" will never be able to
reach any sort of intelligent decisions and will be forever discussing.
While we at the LoA have no argument with Mr. Coston's remarks
against the senate, we question his sincerity at resigning. One gets the
impression of this man storming out of the senate chambers in honest
disgust, while, if we read on, we discover in the last paragraph of the
newspaper article that Mr. Coston is also leaving because ofanother
job. We all rise to our level of incompetence.
Multan in parvo.
Onray DuRayt, LoA
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Long Days Journey Into Night,
O'Neill's classic drama with
Katharine; Hepburn and Jason
Robards at 11:30 p.m. ch. 13. A
must.

lI

. 7EU US, 7711311, ZONI<t:R.,

VJHIIT!s HAPPeNIN6 7li&R&
7HESe PAYS? IS 7lfcRB
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Katherine Ross Robert Redford and Paul Newman strike a pose in the box office smash "Q.utch
Cassidy and the 'sundance Kid." The show begins at 7:30p.m. on ch. 7. See this page for other
weekend ev.ents.
Journey to the Center of the Earth, The Poseidon Adventure, bottoms
Sunday
an animated version of Jules
up with Hackman, Borgnine,
Championship Wrestling, grapVerne's novel at 3 p.m. ch. 13.
Winters, Albertson, McDowall
plingmattersat 10 a.m. ch. 7.
Monster Zero, Redan and Godzilla
and Stevens glug glug at 8 p.m.
Houston at Oakland, NFL action at
destroy Japan again, this time
ch. 7.
2p.m. ch.4.
with Nick Adams at 3 p.m. ch. 7.
Skin Game, Civil War satire with

by Garry Trudeau
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Cultural and Other

A double Life, Ronald Coleman's
Oscar winning performance with
Edmond O'Brien and Shelly
Winters at noon ch. 13.
Amateur Boxing, U.S, and Cuban
pugilists toe to toe at 3 p.m. ch. 7.
The Godfather, Doan toucha that
dial. Marlon Brande, AI Pacino,
• James Caan and Robert de Niro
in Puzo's classic. Part I at 8 p.m.
ch. 4.
Monty. Python, English humor with
Michael Palin and the gang at
7:30p.m. ch. 5.
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, Newman and Redford shoot
up in Bolivia 7:30p.m. ch. 7.
Barrier, a Polish fantasy with
Joanna Szczerbic and Tadeusz
Lomnicki at 10 p.m. ch. 5.
Last Train frorn Gmi Hill, chugga
chugga weo woo with Kirk
Douglas and Anthony Quinn tied
down on the right track. 10:30
n.m. ch. 7.
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UNM Concert Clloir, directed by
John Clark will perform Sun. at
7:30 p.m. at the First Methodist
Church, 4th and Lead.
Guitar recital, by UNM student
Dale Miller on Fri. 8:15p.m. in
Keller Hall.
l11ute recital, by UNM student
Eileen Doyle 8:15 Sun. in Keller
Hall.
Photography exhibit, by two
Canadian photographers Robert
Gooblar and Philip Bergerson in
the ASA Gallery through Nov.
18. Open 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Mon.
through Fri.
Paintings and Sculpture by Wilson
Hurley and Walt Gonske at the
Brandywine Galleries, 120
Morningside SE. Open 9:30a.m.
to 5:30 Mon. through Fri: and
9:30a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Sat.
(;ood Time Gallery, presents
paintings and drawings by
Gledhill through Dec. 3, 3107
Eubanck NE Scottsdale Village.
Reception Sat. 7 to 9 p.m.
Detty J. Pritchard oil and acrylic
paintings at the Jonson Gallery,
1909 Las Lomas NE through
Dec. 2. Open Noon to 6 p.m.
Mon. through Sun.
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CHEAP
Lou Fant in a dramatic ·performance demonstrating the
verstility of sign language in a
theatrical setting in Keller Hall
Sat. at 8 p.m. Admission is $2
and proceeds will go to the New
Mexico Registry of Interpreters
for the Deaf, Inc.
Chili supper sponsored by the
Church of the Good Shepherd
from 5-7:30 p.m. on Sun. at 1930
Juan TaboNE for $1.50.
Golddiggers of 1935, a Busby
Berkely musical Fri. at the SUB
theatre at 7 and 9:15p.m. for $1.

HeY, LOOk, IF YOUl?E 7RYING
70 GeT M/3 70 COMM!iNT ON·
711& fA!IfE-SWIIPPIN6/ff 711!3
/11aJt.:ry CUJ8 P/1/?TIES., YOU
CL/N JIJST FOR6ET IT!
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Three New Mexico schools have
combined efforts to evaluate the
possibility of scattered uranium and
thorium deposits related to the Zuni
Working persons in the Albu- missions and records at UNM, who and Florida Mountains in the
querque area can now pursue a noted that more than 70 per cent of southern part of the state,
master's degree in history parttime the University's students are over
Working with a $61,497 grant
through a UNM program offering 21-years-old. The average student from the State Energy Resources
special late afternoon and evening age at UNM is 25, he said.
Board, the study is being conducted
courses.
by the UNM department of
The University has always of"This i.~ one of the first graduate
geology, Eastern New Mexico
programs in the humanities con- fered some courses in the late after- Univesity (ENMU) and the New
sciously designed to reacb out to the noon and evening, he said, but only Mexico Institute of Mining and
working community," said Dr. in the last year has there been a Technology (NMIMT).
Gerald D. Nash, history dept. push to expand them, This fall
Dr. Douglas G. Brookins,
chairman. He added that the kinds UNM took several steps to focus chairman of the UNM geology
of individuals he hopes to attract attention on its non-traditional dept., said the mountains could
with the new program are primarily offerings, he said, including:
provide information for future
-Increasing the number of late
employed college graduates over
sources for uranium and thorium
afternoon and evening courses
25-years-old.
supplies.
"We're trying to overcome the available (about 550 classes fell into
The Grants Mineral Belt, which
hesitation older people, and house- this category this semester);
in 1975 accounted for ap-Issuing a separate catalog for
wives in particular, may have about
pr~ximately 45 per cent of the
attending graduate school," he such classes; and
-Placing advertisements and nation's total domestic production
said. Special counseling along with
of uranium, is expected to remain a
the times the classes are to be of- public service announcements in the major source for future uranium
fered will mean these students media about the courses.
supplies.
"won't have to sacrifice current
But,
"projected uranium
Both Weaver and Nash noted
activities to continue their studies,"
requirements
are such' that known
that ·there has been an increasing
he said,
and postulated deposits of the
The program was applauded by interest in non-traditional students
(Grants) region will be insufficient
Robert M. Weaver, dean of ad- nationally because of declining
traditional student enrollments.
to meet demand by 1990 to 2000,"
Nash said he was also aware of
the needs· of senior citizens. "We
had one Ph.D. candidate who' got
his degree at age 66," he said. "He
· .
got it mostly for his own (cont. from page 1)
satisfaction."
$6,000 to $12,000 and Sandles from
$11,637 to $15,006.
· Men's and women's skiing coach
Geocge Brooks said most of $3,663
to $8,883 raise came from the
women's athletic budget. Brooks
said he made $5,220 last year, yet
the athletic department reported
that he made $2,883. Of that

• • •

Dr. Brookins said. ''lf New Mexico
is to coqtinue to play a major role
in terms of the U.S. energy supply,
new sources of uranium must be
found," he added.

The study is also geared to
provide data about the abundance
of thorium, which i's used in
converter reactors. If the study
shows the mountains have· concentrations
of
uranium,
"presumably, this area will be
thorium-rich as well," he said.

In addition, the study would
provide information about the
geothermal potential of the area.
Dr. Brookins said scientists are
unsure if high hear-flow readings
from the area are due to the
radiation emitted from such
minerals as uranium and thorium
or whether their source is from
geothermal energy from deep
within the earth,
The grant will fund the project
through Aug. 14, 1978.

Beatles Statue Ok'd
Despite Their/mage
LIVERPOOL, England (UPI) - The city council has decided to
erect a statue of the Beatles, four of its most famous sons.
The council's action reversed the decision of a council committee
which earlier vetoed the statue proposal on grounds that the Beatles
deserted Liverpool as soon as they became popular and in any case did
not set a good example for youth.
The full council decided during a one-hour debate Wednesday nigh(
that a statue was merited because the group's talent had given Liverpool international recognition.

1---------------------------1

Athletic Dept.

$5,220, ~rooks said he earned
$2,720 from coaching the men's
program and earned $2,500 from
coaching the women's ski team.
Brooks said the men's athletic·
budget raised his salary to $2,883
this year for coaching the men's
team and he got a $3 ,500 raise for
coaching the women's team which
raised his salary to $6,000·this year.
Brooks credited the raise from

the women's department to
Women's Athletic Director Linda
Estes. He said he receiv~d the
minimal raise for coaching the
men's team because they did not
think coaching was a 9 or 12 month
job.
Lavon McDonald, UNM Athletic
Director, said the salary listed for
Rusty Mitchell, a gymnastics in-'
structor, did not indicate that he
held' two different jobs. "He earns
$9,391 coaching and the other
$9,450 teaching gymnastics in the
P.E. Department."
Athletic Oirector McDonald said
most of the salary increases in the
various departments are based
primarily on an automated
minimum increase (which is 5 per
cent for football and basketball
coaches, for instance) in compliance with regular university
policy.
.
Pat King, assistant basketball
coach, could not be reached for his
imput. His salary is listed as a hike
from $6,000 to $9,090 this year.

·-------------.--1. PERSONALS

The hustle at
the. hard stuff.
Wtthout the
hassle!

All natural
flavors!

S€ Wine Cocktails
An idea wl)ose time has come!
Ready-to-serve cocktails ...
only they're made with California white wine instead of the
hard stuff to be lighter, more
refreshing. All-natural flavors!
Chi Chi taste.s jus! like a Pina
Colada.
Strawberry Senorita tastes just
like a Sirawberry Margarita.
Senorita tastes just like a
Margarita.
Sunburst tastes just like a
Sunrise.
Orange Smash tastes just like a
Wallbanger.
Kona Tal tastes just like a Mal Tal.
Calypso tastes just like a Daiquiri.

'
Ale. 14%, by volume. A product of Trojan
Wine Specialties, Los Angeles, California.
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Be cool! Wear The Cube!
Get this beautiful Ice House necklace by DuBarry
Fifth Avenue for $3.50, includes:tax, postage. Cube,
tongs on 24" chain. Mail check/money order to:
ICE HOUSE NECKLACE • P.O. BOX 9 • BROOKLYN, NY 11232

Name ______________________________
Address ---------------------------~-----~Zip

_ _ __

Allow 4- 6 weeks for delivery.

DON'T GO HOME FOR THANKSGIVING without
knowing if you are one of the following crowd:
Toby Allcncio, Mc\anle Carver, Dorothy Feinberg,
Tina Medina, Jon Tuttle. Elizabeth Budd, Alan
Dumas, David Shaw. Contact Classified AdvertisIng, Marron Hall, Rm. 105 or ca11277-S6S6. 11116
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraccp·
tion, sterilization, abortion. Right lo Choose, 2940171.
12/3
Arlen Asher Jau Quartet every Friday, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. at Ned's!
'
11/10
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Casey Optical
Company, 255-8736.
tfn
SIBERIAN HUSKY NEEDS good loving home with
lotsdfroom. Call arter6 a.m. 26a-IOB2.
II/II
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 1.0. photos. Lowes(
prices in lown. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
cometoi717Gira!'dNE.
11/18
GAY LIBERATION CLUB starting Thurs. 7-12
p.m.; Sun. 2-10 p.m. Gays only. 255-4409. 11/22
ELVIS WADE re-lives Elvis Presley in concert: Friday, December 2, 1977, 7:30 p.m.;- Albuquerque
Civic Auditorium. Tickets available at all Tlckcl11/15
mastet outlets.
GIRLS! Interested in having a nice night ottl1 Call
KID,266-8179.
11/11
DESPERATELY NEED old-fashioned Tiffany toke
gla~s from Whatabo.rger to complete my set! Will
pay $1.50. Karen, 277-4278.
11/14
GROOVE TO THE SPACEADELIKS, Saturday
night at the SubwnySta!ionf
t 1/14
Lt::SBIANS intcre~tcd in playing volleyball
there
will be a game(\) Sunday, Nov. 13th, Morningside
f'ark, (Lead and Morningside) nt 2 p.m.
11/11
NOW! NUNZIO's ha!i. whole wllcilt piua ... terrific
cru~t! Sicilian piwl •. ,ic, a slice of delight! Rcgulilr
isrcgularlnuperb.I07 CorncllSE.
I 1/17
ROSEBUD THANKYOU PHIL
ll/11
Ann, .latH~. Maria, Diane: Cri~l"' and 1!01:}' day~ ahcnd.
HnvC:'t!o!OOd winter,
IIIli
SINGLE? Meet sincere member-;: of the oppo~ite .~.:x.
Call DA 'rELINE toll· free: S00-4S 1~3245.
11/28

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Or!cga 233.
277-5!Xl7.
fs
LOST: reversible jacket beige ennvas, brown-bclgc
wool plaid. Elasticized wnist belt. $20.00 reward.
266·9415. Just want the jacket.
11/11
FOUND: ncar bookstore, man's jacket. Claim Rm.
105 1 Marro11 Hall.
11/11
LOST: thin gold chain, vicinity Jo.hnson Gym.
Reward. 268-7264.
.
11/14
LOSL: 12-wcck orange striped male cat. On
Columbia SEt Call 255·8872: owner suffering
1 ' 1 ' .t
·severe depression:

Classifieds
Continue
On page 16

By UNM Researchers

About Peopl.e--. Hearings Methods Probed
Beauty Queen Busted
HOLLYWOOD (UP!) - Miss Universe for 1961, Constance
Meyer, was arrested late Wednesday by police who allegedly found.
cocaine, marijuana and the hallucinogenic drug PCP, or "angel
dust," in her apartment.
Miss Meyer, 36, was booked on suspicion os possession of cocaine
and ordered held ori $50,000 bail. The higher bail was set because Miss
Meyer was already free on bail in connection with a Nov .3 narcotics
charge.
Police said Miss Meyer called officers to complain about a former
boyfriend who was bothering her. Officers noticed the drugs in the
apartment and arrested the woman.
The exact amount of each substance was not disclosed.

Royal Kiss-Off
ADELAIDE, Australia (UP!) ·- The girl who stole a kiss from
Britains Prince Charles came back for seconds Thursday at the airport
when the heir to the British throne departed.
But this time, Sylvia Cresnar, a 28-year-old model who says she
poses nude for magazines, was kept away from the prince by a burly
policeman and a policewoman,
Miss Cresnar, who lined up at the airport with roses, a:greeting card
and a friendship ring for the prince, was told by the policeman: "Put
your toes over the grass edge and they'll be trodden on."
Miss Cresnar, who lined up at the airport with
.
Miss Cresnar nearly wept with frustration. "I've fallen in love WJth
him," she said.
Charles Strode purposely past the girl and talked to others in the
line before taking a flight to Alice Springs. He was adamant he did not
kiss tshe girl ort arrival Wednesday but said it was the girl who kissed.
him twice, sources close to the prince said.

And He Didn't Bump His Head
PORTLAND Ore. (UPI) - Former President Gerald Ford
Thursday dedicated a $6.8 million, 200-bed addition to Emanuel
Hospital, calling it "a great tribute to the people of the City of
Portland" because the hospital chose to ~xpand in the inner city.
On a tour of the hospital before the dedication, Ford greeted
patients, signed the cast of patient Larry Quinlan of Beaverton and
discussed skiing for several minutes with Tom McAllister, outdoor
editor of the Oregon Journal, who is in the hospital recovering from
auto accident injuries.

Whenever a person is denied unemployment insurance or welfare
benefits, he or she is entitled to
appe;U the decision to an administrator who constantly travels
around the state to hold hearings in
various towns.
The tremendous costs involved in
this method of conducting fair
hearings is being evaluated by a
group of UNM researchers. Jerome
Corsi of UNM's public administration dept. is heading up the study
under a grant from the National
Science Foundation.
"Our goal," says Corsi, His to
determine whether or not these
administrative fair hearings could
be just as effectively conducted
· over the telephone, and how the
costs of that method would com-.
pare to the costs of sending administrators from town to town conducting the hearings in person."
"About a year ago," he says,
"the state agencies in California
started conducting hearings over
the phone, but so far no one has
scientifically tested the costeffectiveness, and effects upon
hearing quality of his new
method."
Working with the New Mexico
Employment Security Commission

(ESC) and the state Health and
Social Services Dept., the
researchers are now collecting data
on current costs involved in the fair
hearing process,
"The ESC has eight agents who
travel around the state right now,"
says Corsi, "and the agency
estimates that travel costs alone are
equivalent to one agent's yearly
salary."
At the same time this financial
(analysis) is being conducted, the
group is also collecting baseline
data on the dynamics of the present
hearing process. Transcripts of
previous hearings are being
examined and with the aid of videotaping equipment, they will record
various hearings and later evaluate
the interaction and levels of communication between the parties
involved in the hearings.
"We will also be comparing the
effectiveness 'or the hearing process
in terms of whether or not the
applicant is represented by .legal
counsel," says Corsi. "People who
request a hearing are entitled to
legal counsel, usually from the
Le&al Aid Society."
"However," he adds, "because
that agency cannot afford to send
lawyers around the state, the Albu-

querque Legal Aid Society has only
been able to represent people from
nearby areas, mainly in Bernalillo
County. If these hearings could
successfully be conducted over the
phone, it may enable lawyers from
Legal Aid to represent many more
people in the fair hearing process."
After the current process is
evaluated, researchers will begin to
experiment with hearings conducted through conference telephone calls, Telephone hearings,
both with and without legal
representaiton, will be taperecorded and the types of communication will then be compared
with that in the face-to-face hearing
procedure.
"We won't begin this second
phase of the study untillhe fall of
1978," says Corsi, "but throughout
the course of our research, we will
be reporting our findings to the
agencies involved and be writing
articles on the study for. various
publications."
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CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
. New tint enhances eyes
Call us for price

C_asey Optical Co.
(rrexl door to Cosey Rerall Drug)

Lomas at Washington
255-8736
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Sat. Nov. 12 is New Mexico

Tito's Okay
BELGRADE Yugoslavia (UP!) - President Josip Broz Tito is
feeling well and is carrying out domestic state activities, a Yugoslav
government spokesman said Thursday.
The spokesman, Mirko Kalezic, said Tito, 85, was resting at doctors
advice because" of fatigue but the "president's health ,condition is
good."
When asked about Tito's wife, J ovanka Broz, Kalezic told his
weekly news conference, "It is not nice to ask such a question."
Tito's wife has not been seen in public since June and rumors in
Belgrade said she was in a political disgrace with the president. "It is a
private affair of the president and his wife," Kalezic said.

'o

'

Decriminalization Day

Watergate and God
NEW YORK (UP!) - Faith healer Ruth Carter Stapleton, the
President's sister, said Thursday that Watergate opened the way to the
healing of the United States' collective spirit.
"Watergate was the one thing that opened the United States to the
collective consciousness of all of our sins," she told a news conference.
Citing a list of the country's "sins" that ranged from the Vietnam
War to the treatment of American Indians, Mrs. Stapleton said, "All
the negative emotions that were there were brought out in to the open
· .
.
(with Watergate)."
Mrs. Stapleton, who is completmg a seven-mo.nth tou; promotmg
her faith work and her two books, also said she d1d not disapprove of
her brother Billy Carter's free-wheeling ways.
,
"Billy is not an embarassment. He is one of those people who lives
life to the fullest." The last time I said anuthing nice about Billy he
called me up and said, 'You're ruining my reputation."

IN THE
GREAT

This ·Saturday you can do your
part to decriminalize marijuana
in Albuquerque. Marijuana
initiative petitions will be
available at both General Stores
locations. Also, lOc out of every
dollar spent at the General
Stores this Saturday "'rill be
donated to

BUY'N'BUY...
JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"
for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails ...
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there.

GENERAL
STORES

A heavenly )largain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that , . , you~ take it with you.

rEDUILA -

~~~,g~,l;__,i!;~~~v
TEQUIIAJALISCO S.A.

111 Harvard SE • 8117• Menaul NE

sr. LOUIS, MO., SO PROOF
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MARVELOUS MARANTZ
ALL PRICES LISTED .
ARE CASH PRICES ONLY

SENSATIONAL SYSTEM

$299
*SANVO

Power and performance from the company reknowned for excellence. The
Marantz 2238 AM/FM Receiver brings

g
27

This weekend is the time to buy that new stereo system, or add
the rest of your set-up. It's a weekend event on the finest in
stereo equipment. Choose from hundreds of incr~dible buys on
such names as Marantz, Sansui, Pioneer, ECI and many others.
Remember: WE'VE GOT YOUR STEREO, WE'VE GOT YOUR
PRICE! PERIOD! Quantities limited on some items.

FREEWAY SERANADE.

g:;r;~,~~-'fi'~i(.,~~$' t THE great

Nothing fills a home with more joy th~n great stereo.
Custom Hi-Fi Knows! Sanyo's 2100K AM/FM Stereo
Receiver brings hlgh technology home, reasonably. Power and
flexibility abound. With BSR's 2260 Total Turntable complete
with base, dustcover and cartridge, and ECI's Profile 400
Speakers, you're talking great!

_............

:.. ..

BARGAIN BASEMENT

.....----•:..- 6150

Brand new directdrive with strobe for
perfect pitch. Beautiful! Base, dust l---.:.::c:,
cover and a
Custom price.

POWER TO SPARE
Imagine, 120* watts of throbbing
power in your home. The
Pioneer SX1050 is a heart
pounder. Control it, take command of this genuine dream
machine. 120* watts RMS per
channel (20-20,000 Hz @ 8
ohms. o.1 o/o THO). What a price
too!

For our friends on the freeway! Lighten your days
with Pioneer's KPBOOO In-dash AM/FM
Cassette Stereo. Featuring the Supertuner for
beautiful FM. The Powerhouse II adds clean,
pure power and with Jensen's 9740 Coaxial
Speakers (at no extra charge) you're up, up and
away!

...

s
FREEl Audio· Technlca AT-910 Cartridge with any Turntable Purchase.

QUANTITIES LIMITED

®PIONEER

RECEIVERS

B:~sR-222

REELING

99

Belt-drive turntable with sensitive
S-shaped tonearm.
Complete with base
.
and dust cover.

S

0~

:~: ~ .:~~~~: ·~·: ~

.

~~~·

.'·. ..;....:. """'" The dynamic Pioneer SX650 AM/FM
'·

EASY ON YOUR HEAD
For those quiet n1ghts when it's
you and your sounds, Pioneer's
SE205 Headphones make them
come alive.

TEAC
Integral Dolby sets the Teac A-2300SX apart from all
reel to reel decks. 2 motors and 3 heads bnng ease and
flexibility to your home studio.

$1795

NEW FROM PIONEER

THE DYNAMIC DUO

,

Put the Discwasher
and Soundguard together and you've got
your records' covered.
Clean and protected.

Buy Sanyo's
FT-870 in-dash
AM/ FM Stereo
8-tmck and the
Audio-Kinetics
Powerhouse II
power booster.
We'll throw in a
pair of Jensen
C-9853 coaxial
speakers FREE!

.8 179

SE305 ~

You wish your
speakers sounded

thi~good.

CHARGE!

a··-,

$

278

40150 N 16th
Phoenix Ariz .

Incredible high-fidelity and powerful sounds
are yours with ECI's Trend IV Speakers. A
big 12" woofer and 3-way design, all for this
dynamite, low price!

•

3529 w. Northern
Phoenix, Ariz.

·

S24.·

ECI
CLOSEOUT!

Or, picK the Pioneer KP 4000
in-dash AM/ FM stereo
cassette and Jensen C-9740
coaxial speakers. We'll throw
in the giant Powerhouse IV
power booster at

NO EXTRA

Stereo Rece1ver offers the f1nest sound
plus the power and flexib>llty you need for
great stereo. Pioneer's PL1150 Belt
·Drive Turntable treat's your records
right. Complete with base, dustcover
and Audio-Technica's AT91 0 cartridge The ECI Image I Speakers br~ng
all the great sounds up front for you

®PIOI\IEE.r.l

r~

Pioneers' Top of The Line CTF1000 Dolby .Cassette Deck, is the
primo achievement in technology.
Flexibility to do just about anyth1ng the
big guys do and easy!

Some with warrantees, some
without-some scratched,
some dented. We've gathered
odds & ends from all our
stores. You'll find all kinds at a
price you can't afford to miss.

San sui leads the way to great sound. The
5050 AM/FM Stereo Rece1ver IS the
heart and soul of this f1ne system.
Powerful and a real performer. The B.t.C
920 IS an automatrc that th1nks 1t's a
manual and comes complete w1th base.
dustcover and cartndge. ECI's new
Profile 620 Speakers feature b1g 1 2"
woofer for clean. clear sounds

Marantz 2240
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
ERG 1405
AM/FM Stereo
Pioneer SX 750
AM/FM Receiver

13QOO
9500
1200
3700
45QOO

SPEAKERS

28QOO
8500
3QQOO

PORTABLES
Bigston KD130
Portable Cassette
Bigston KD300
Portable Cassett'e
B igston PL200
Portable Casseae

TURNTABLES &
TAPE DECKS
Pioneer PL i.12D
Belt Drive Turntable
Sansui SR222
Belt Drive Turntable

BIC960
Auto Turntable
PE lmrpo Com
Auto Turntable
Kenvox 1800
8-track player
BSR2260 BX
Auto Turntable
Akai GX230P
Auto reverse reel to reel
ECI1253 W
3way system
ECI Trend IV
3 way system, ported
ECI Phase II
3 way towers
Pioneer CS-994A
5 speaker system
ECI1556
4 way system, 15" woofer

8500
7900
6800
175°0
9900

MISCELLANEOUS
Superscope CC 1580
FM Converter
AC9180
calculator adaptor
Certron 8-track
90 minute tape

1700
2 for

We are stocked with all kinds
of car decks.
All great prices. Cl)eck them
out.

"NEW" FROM SCOTCH
The Scotch Master II brings .
new excitement to your·
tape deck. You'll hear
more great sounds than
you thought you ever
could. 90 Minutes.

913 S. Mill
Tempe, Ariz.

2549 East Broadway
Tucson, Ariz.

250

The Great American
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Valentino Vivid

Heroes Ate Hatd to Find
"Heroes," directed by Jeremy Paul
Kagan, is now showing at the Los
Altos.
By DAN HUMENICK
Heroes raises some questions that
in future months moviegoers are to
be bombarded with. As in Rolling
Thunder, the soon-to-be-released
Deer Hunter (Michael Cimino's
first film since Thunderboil and
Lightfoot) and a whole spate of
others, Heroes makes you wonder
whether
emotionally-scarred
Vietnam vets can be accepted by

society once they return, and
whether these veterans will want to
become part of society. Heroes'
answer is . apparantly no, but the
film ends ambiguously, and with
more than a hint of hope.
Pleasant
and
likeable
throughout,
this classically
structured road picture (the hero's
initial escape from "The Establishment," his search for something
better, and his final discovery of
truth) is the first starring vehicle for
Henry Winkler, who is very good as

Jack Dunn, a sweetly crazy vet who
has escaped from a mental hospital
in New York City and travels across
the country to Eureka, California,
where .he hopes and dreams to
become a successful worm farmer.
Sally Field is the woman who tags
along, She too is looking for something, but she is only vaguely aware
of this, since all she immediately
wants is to get as far as possible
from the Big Apple, where her
finance .and imminent marriage
awaits her.
On their odyssey, Winkler
discovers that his old army buddies,
who he was to pick up as partners in
his worm-farming venture, are as
displaced as he. He only gets to
meet up with one, played by
Harrison Ford, because the others
are either drifters who never show
up at home, or are dead. Ford is

HClppy_

In
Hollywood

. Down is nature's lightest insulator.
See our full line of outdoor clothing
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/mountaineering shop.

2421 San Pedro NE

BUV1
GET1

266-8113

content in his home, even though he
is constantly harrassed by the
retarded teenagers of his town.
Ford, a literal loser, does not want
to come along, but gives Winkler
and Field his race car to get to
Eureka.
At the end of the film, Winkler
comes to realize that his dream will
never see fruition, and he goes
completely bonkers.. Running
through the streets of Eureka, he
sees violent combat exploding
about him, and he sees his buddies
from the war wounded and killed,
not in a flashback, but as if it were
an immediate occurrence. The
movie closes with Winkler in a
stupor, being comforted by Field,
and apparently on the verge of
returning to sanity. C•••• .. ,..9 • 11)

'FREE

Monday - Friday
5:00- 9:00

Boogie To:

Wylder

"Va/efl(ino," directed by Ken
Russell, is showing at the Louisiana
Blvd. Cinema.
By DANIEL GIBSON
Rudolf Valentino - man or
mouse, power or puff, artist or
fraud~

These confusing labels have all
been pinned to the man in Ken
Russell's Valentino, where a clear
image of the enigmatic actor-dancer
finally emerges.
Valentino was one of the largest
box-office draws of movie history,
where mostly women flocked to see
him in romantic roles in Blood and
Sand, The Sheik and The Four
Horsemen oftheApoc/ypse.
Rudolf Nureyev plays Valentino,
and if his wonderful display of
fleeting feet is a true representation
of the real man, tlien Valentino was
a supreme dancer. We see
Valentino dancing with his second
wife, Natasha, played by Michele
Phillips (of Mamas and Papas
fame), before an audience in an
opera house to advertise cosmetics.
Such a diverse character as
Valentino could easily have been
smeared and fragmented by the
fim.
Russell, director of Tommy,
Lisztomania, Music Lovers and
Mahler, all about musicians, obviously enjoys and excels at
unraveling the threads of an artist's
life and reweaving them into films .
In black and white the movie
opens with Valentino lying in state,
being assaulted by his ardent fans.
The film comes to color as the
camera moves in to picture the man
with his cheeks rouged and hair
slicked back over his forehead.
In the aftermath of the mob
reaching the casket, amid rubble
and bleeding people, there is a
"parade" of many figures who
used, abused or loved Valentino.
Characters are hounded by jour-

nalists into revealing aspects of the
actor's life, or offer them up in
gross tributes to their own ex"
c[usivity.
Through these flashes we meet an
early lover, the wife of a New York
City crime figure who ends up
shooting her tryannical and unfaithful husband. There's Miss
Billy, manager of a dance school.
One sees Valentino on the
vaudeville circuit where Nureyev
gets to turn loose his fantastic
powers as a dancer. In this scene he
hits his pot of gold when his
prowess has been discovered by a
woman involved in making films
whereupon he lands a leading role.
Valentino's portrayal of an
Argentine in the Four Horsemen
gains an immense audience for him.
It is a flag of success, yet is also the
first flickering of the ill-fated circumstances ihat was to meet the
adventure-filied Valentino. It
seemed he ·wasn't the model of the
All-American man in his time, as
people used to drop powder puffs
in his vicinity. At 31, he was dead.

Two to tnngo

Oh, God Is Burns
"Oh God," directed by Carl
The real strength of the movie is
Reiner, is now showing at the not in the characterizations, but
Coronado Four.
rather in the ideas and funny situations presented in this bizarre Carl
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Reiner
film. God here is depicted as
When George suggested that I
monolithic,
omnipresent and conreview Oh, God, starring John
Denver and George Burns, I cerned with human affairs, though
hesitently accepted, though with a unable or unwilling to interfere. He
sinking feeling that I was both chooses Denver to spread his
compromising and sacrificing message that mankind has all tools
myself. But, I decided that if I necessary to make life good on
could bear Denver, perhaps I could earth, and that survival is up to the
race.
enjoy Burns.
The rest of the movie is a
While viewing the movie I was
happily surprised. Not only was humorous play out of Denver's
George Burns persistently himself ensuing difficulties in trying to
in the role of God visiting a grocery make uiS message believed, even to
store assistant manager, but John his own family. God keeps appearDenver did a fine job of adopting ing to the bewildered Denver,.
the manager character and leaving giving him pointers and urging him
on. Denver, as a
his prevailing image behind.

Friday: Busby Berkeley's

Gold Diggers of 1935

UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday
t 7'Nites 4418CentralS.E.

Saturday: Jean Cocteau s classic
Beauty and the Beast
7:0b Md 9:15
The Union
Theatre

Compiled by GEORGE (lESNER
and DAN HUMENICK
Damnation Alley: George Peppard
and Jan-Michael Vincent (of the
Banana Splits) trek through a
phony looking low-budget
futuristic landscape. Everywhere
they turn they get close encounters with repellent mutants
(killer cockroaches, giant
scorpions and Dominique Sanda)
and memorable dialogue ("Well
Bill, I don't remember the cheese,
because I have a poor
memory."). This movie suffers
fallout at the Lobo at 7:45 and
9:30p.m. ·
·
Fantasia: Disney's masterpiece is a
work of animation that has never
been equalled. Certain scenes in
this cartoon may cause nervous
children to become hopeless
neuroti,cs. It's a film adults may
take more of a fancy to. The
spectacle begins at 7:30 and 9:40
p.m. at the Hiland.
First Love: It's all about that first
time when you found out that
there was something to life other
than TV, school and ice cream
socials. Susan Dey plays the
partridge in the pear tree. This
hit-and-miss affair begins today
at the Cinema East.
Kentucky Fried Movie: Dripping
humor like an oily waterfall, this
slippery comedy is destined to
become a boiled classic of
chicken-ridden proportions. Take
your yen to the Cinema East at
7:30 and 9:20p.m.
Bobby Deerfield: Who is he7 Find
out "at the M Plaza at I, 7 and
9:30p.m.
The Contest: There's no swimsuit
competition in this beauty
pageant as the bare facts are
assessed by the judges. The competition is nip and tuck all the
way in this zany and comical
expose of the Miss Nude America
Pageant where beauty is not
under the skin, but what's not on
the skin. The contestants are
taking their coats (and a lot more)
off to Sure at the M Plaza starting today . .
Islands in the Stream: Based on
Ernest Hemingway's black
comedy, this film is a depressing
story about a middle-aged man
who fishes for mackerel, but only
manages to catch some salmon
and some old army boots until
the fateful day his foot slips and
kicks against a live mine which
~ills him plenty fast. George C.
Scott and theatre seats await you
at the Galeria Twin at 7 and 9:15
p.m.
Marathon Man: Dustin Hoffman
stars in this piercing adventure
yarn that is hard hitting like the
time your dentist forgot to give
you novocaine and he started
drilling. Through the corner of

your eye you could see him
smiling while your nerves reacted
like water on a hot greasy skillet .
Jog over to the Galeria Twin at 7
and 9:30p.m. •
Heroes: This road picture deals
with the attempts of a lunatic
Vietnam vet to become a farmer
of loveable slimy worms. Henry
Winkler is the vet (he's a sure
bet), Sally Field is his girl and
Bobby Clazen and Knute are the
worms. Find your hero at the Los
Altos Twin at 7:45 and 9:30p.m.
A Piece of the Action: It's another
Saturday night with the trio of
Sidney Poitier, Bill Cosby and
James Earl Jones. Get in on your
piece of the action at the Los
Altos Twin at 7 and 9:40p.m.
The Condominium: Everyone
wants in, in more ways than one
in this four-story escapade. All
the tales are interrelated as lovers
find lovers and romance finds
romance and you find it·all at the
Coronado Four.
Oh, God: George "Cigar" Burns
and John "Mile-High" Denver
~tar in a film that has no burning
bushes, parting rivers or stone
tablets. Find your heaven at the
Coronado Four at I :40, 3:40,
5:40, 7:40 and 9:40p.m.
You Light Up My Life: Sometimes
when you reach for a dream you
have to leave something behind.
Pack up your dreams and tissues
and go to the Coronado Four at
I :45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45 and 9:45
p.m.
Ten Fingers of Death: This little
piggy went to karate school, this
liftle piggy stayed at home, this
little piggy had chow mein,' this
little piggy had none and this little
piggy went Lee Lee all the way
home. Do this for two days and
you've got another karate movie
that kicks out the jams at the
Coronado Four.
Darby O'Gill and the Little People:
Those munchkins are looking for
your lucky· charms at the FoxWinrock at 7:15 and 9 p.m.
Harold and Maude: Harold hangs
around and Maude goes mod.
The generation gap gets bridged
at the Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at
2, 3:50, 5:40, 7:30 and 9:20p.m.
Valentino: Tchaikowsky, Liszt,
Mahler, Daltrey and company
find a new man on the Ken
Russell list of champions. Rudolf
plays Rudolf at the Louisiana
Blvd. Cinema.
Star Wars: George Lucas has attracted more than just the zap. gun crowd with this space fantasy
that is on the verge or may have
replaced Jaws as the most
popular film of all time. Mall
• Cinema is your space center and
scheduled flights are at noon,
2:30, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Teorema: Before Pier Paolo
Pasolini became obsessed with

'sadism (The Decameron) his
main cinematic concerns were
."ultra-terrestial and metaphysical apparitions," "Consummate idyllic considerations of
prostitution," and possibly his
favorite theme, "unique tbioanti. monious reversal ffows, reverberating in crescendos of enigmatic juxtapositional fantasies."
Teorama incorporates these
themes into a kaleidoscope of
diaphanous colors and tones with
beautiful results at• the Rodey
Theatre this Sunday night.
Notorious and The Pnradine Case:
Cary Grant and Ingrid Bergman
match wits with likeable bad guy
Claude Rains in one of Hitchcock's most famous and enjoyable films. Gregory Peck stars
in Paradine as a lawyer who falls
in love with his murder-suspect
client. Alfred's double feature
plays at Don Panchos.
Sleeper: The clone you save may be
your nose. Woody Allen's future
awaits you at the midnight movie
Saturday night at the FoxWinrock.
·

Ro.te Eo.rth
"Ra1·e Earth" I Prodigal P6IOOI9SI
By GEORGE GESNER
Coming back is a hard thing to
do. Fans just expect too much when
you've been away from the scene
for a spell.
Rare Earth is making a comeback
try with two new members and a
new sound.
The band has gone heavily into a
rhythm and blues sound that is
performed quite well witl:i some
excellent material on the first side.
The second side gets tiring and
rather uneventful. Best cuts are "Is .
Your Teacher Cool?," "Foot
Loose and Fancy Free" and "When
I Write," B minus.

All
seats
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"Thief" 7:30

College studQnts
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To CATCH A THIEF
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William Powell

ANOTHER THIN MAN

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

R~PANCHO'~
~~2108 CENTRAL SE e

247-4414

AMAN
FOR ALL

Vo.mpire
Venue

Interview With A Vampire
A nne Rice/Ballantine!$11.95
.By RACHEL DIXON
Interview With A Vampire, by
Anne Rice, is a tantalizing,
voyeuristic peephole into a vampire's life of sensuous evil, luring
women, men, and children moving
into a quiet, floating, breathless
death.
The vampire is an eternally
young man, Louis, who seeks the
meaning of taking life and giving
death for his own survival. He and
his vampire companion searches the
world for others like themselves,
finally finding in Paris, the heart of
human and vampire existence.
One's senses rei:! dizzily as Louis
describes the feelings, the sight, the
this is so, he shows promise of taste of the ultimate surrender of
better things ahead, though he life and soul as another victim falls
needs time to develop. Some of the prey to the vampire's hypnotic
film is sloppily shot, especially the aura. Hundreds of years and lives
early scenes in which hand-held pass under the spell of the living
cameras predominate. Ironically, dead.
Jn'terview With A Vampire is a
the best done sequence is the money
luxurious,
seductive descent into
theft and retribution bit, which is
another
world's
hell. lt is truly an
jarringly violent and fiercely edited,
enthralling
horror
story and to read
perhaps done in imitation ,of Martin
Scorsese (Winkler's Jack fends otf it is to bask in delicious nuances of
his attackers atop a pool table as distilled evil.
DeNim's Johnny Boy did in Mean
Streets].

Hetoes Live But Once
(cont. ftom po.gt!' 10)

The ending is not really effectiv~,
or clear, at all. If Winkler finally
becomes Mr. Normal again, it
seems a disappointingly contrived
ending to what had been a fairly
realistic, if romantically done, film.
In fact, it seems as if the finish was
a second-thought, with a moneyconscious producer tacking on the
happy fadeout and dubbing in
Kansas' "Carry On Mv Wayward
Son" on the soundtrack, because
he realized Fonzie's fans would not
stand for a depressingly thought
provoking finale.
The film is quiet and moody,
except for a scene involving the
theft of Winkler's money, which is
so melodramatic and unbelievable
in its conclusion it seems to come
straight out of Smokey and The
Bandit. The scene really hurts the
effectiveness of the scenes that
follow, and makes the ov.erall film a
bit hard to take seriously.
I believe this is director Jeremy
Paul Kagan's first movie, and if

Denver Disciple

(cont. from pag•IO)

everyman, puts in a sympathetic
and believable performance.
Although the movie is simplistic
(almost by necessity considering the
topic), it is thoroughly positive and
for the most part, devoid of prejudgmental attitudes. Reiner is
walking a tight balance between
offensive blasphemy and sentimen•
tality. Though he leans closest to

the sentimentality, the mpvie still
maintains some guts.
The aging Burns is as offhand as
ever, putting in a performance that
exceeds even his Sunshine Boys. His
role, needless to say, is undefined,
so Burns simply relies on his classic
persona. And, strangely, he makes
a warm and very human, New
Testament God.
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"fl'xpecl No Mercy" I Nazareth/A &M Records Sl'-4666

By Dan Humcnick
8
Nazareth is one group that is never boring. Unlike most other prac'5 titioners
of hard rock music, such as Thin Lizzy and Bad Company, they
~
are
consistently
listenable to.
il:
Dan
McCufferty,
Manny Charlton, Pete Agnew and Darrell Sweet are
"' highly expert craftsmen,
and together they have formed one of the most
.... solid sounding and commercially successful power-rock groups currently
"~ in existence.
p..
For those interested in hard rock and in Nazareth, this new album is
highly recommended. Not one song is weak, and each one delivers the
listener what Nazareth hs promised: no mercy. This is a relentlessly pounding, high voltage collection that contains not one quiet moment (unless one
counts the pauses between songs),
The best cut is "Expect No Mercy," which, because of,its superfast pace
and shrieking vocals, will probably become a hit the size of Nazareth's
previous smash, "Love Hurts."

z

"'

Chronicle

Chtonicle-Japnn

Italy has a true pop hero. His
name is Battisti, Jn Images, Battisti "Like a Message From the Stars "/Chronicle/All Ears CH 11477
has his first American release-which
By GEOIWE (;ESNER
includes some cuts previously
The orient has always been called the mystical east.
recorded in his native language.
In a. sense the far east has remained distant to our borders, musically,
He has a tender voice and good and tlus All Ears debut release of Like A Message from the. Stars by the
musical
sense but it wears thin on four- man Japanese group Chronicle should at least cause a ripple in
#*****fr****************************~
some of the cuts. Best cuts are: "To American music circles.
;
NFb
......
Feel in Love," "Song to Feel
This album is a dream. If you could imagine a Japanese Moody•Biues or
~
,0'~\'Hf();t.....
1: Alive" and "Keep on Cruising." B Frijid Pink, then Chronicle lives up to those titles on this.LP .
...,..
~ ~ ~}.
..,.- minus.
Vocals are not as strong as I'd like, but one must take into account the
difficult texture and intricate patterns of the Japanese language. The instruments. make up for the vocal deficiencies, especially the guitar wizardry
ofNobuo Hotchi.
•..:ii..
Chronicle has given me a refreshing look at Japanese rock which is
similar yet different in many ways to the music you hve been exposed to in
the states.
.. .
Best cuts are "Ai Ni Tsutsumare (It Always Is)," "Yume Kara Samete
(Then Dream Again)," "Tashikematai (I'd Like To Make)," "Hikarini
Tsutsumare (Wrapped in Sunlight)" and the all time cut is "Like a
~
~
Message from the Stars." A minus
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Lucio Battisti

Another Hot Weekend In The

IIJI1fl! 111!111

In The Student Union Building Basement

Friday, November 11.
PSSST% The Word's Ont About One Of
The Hottest Bauds Around

CDL IIIII
and

"!1°
·I'
!UW ll I&.BIIJI •1)1(
JldDJR
Saturday, November 12
Cosmic lnterplanetaJ.•y F .. uk lVitb,

IPICI-IIUCI
Admission Pt·iccs
Stndeuts $:1.00 eaclJ.
(With I.D., J•lns One Guest)
P1tblic $2.00 each

By PETER MAD~ID
LOBO Sports Ed1tor
. UNM footba~l coach Bill Mo~dt
d1dn't take a nfle out to practice
one day because the-Lobos were on
the firing line. But he did take it out
there tci remind them of th·e
Arizona game Saturday night in
Tucson.
The ri fie, a I 0-pound, four- foot
long 1865 Springfield muzzle
loader, is the Kit Carson rifle UNM
and Arizona have played for the
past 36 years.
UNM has held the rifle the past
two years although the Wildcats
hold a 21-14-1 edge in the series.
Saturday night's game will mark
the last time both teams will play
for the rifle.
Both teams go into Saturday
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"Sky ls/antls "!Caldera/Capitol ST-11658
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
Caldera is seven people. They spread their origins from California to
Argentina. Their music is a conzlommeration of Latin (salsa), progressive
rock and jazz- and on Sky Islands it comes off very well.
Individually, Caldera (sp. melting pot, volcanic crater) have been involved in several different JUUSical mediums. The leader George Struniz,
was ~ pr~fess!onal flamenco.guitarist at 17; Mike Azevado (percussionist)
put t1me m :v1th the Paul Wmter Consort, Gato Barbieri and the Rolling
Stones;. bass1st Dean Cortez has played with Willie Bobo Manhattans and
#1e Dr,j.f4ers; ,and drummer Carlos Vega kept time with JohnJ(lemmer and
Mark/ Almond.
In Caldera's music you can hear pieces of Herbie Hancock, Chick
C,2r:a, ~eatlter Report, Eberhard Weber, Santana and Earth, Wind and
!tre. But, Caldera must be listened to as a group. All the exposure, all the
mfluence1(come together on the record. Sky Islands is well produced- the
.
quality stand out.
The operrilrg cut· and title track (written by co-producer Larry Dunn,
keyboardist of Earth, Wind and Fire) takes off, soaring with the group's
staccato vocals on a heavy rhythm line, much like Maurice White's "Sun
Goddess."
Caldera has also included a vocal track that is extremely fulfilling entitled "Ancient Source." Another favorite of mine is "Seraphim" which
features Dunn on keyboards.
·
Anyone into progressive jazz knows Caldera will be around for some
time. Sky Islands, (their second album) like lava, is hot and it flows.

night's game wi~h identical 1-3
"!hey (Arizona) use ~ lot of
Western Athletic Conference motion, and sweep plays, ·· Mondt
records.' On ~he s.eason, UNM is 4-5 said, "and also like to throw the
andAnzona IS 2-6.
ball. ~hey have two fine quarterMandt said, "Arizona's team is backs m Marc Lunsford and Jim
better than their 2-6 record shows,"
Krohn who like- to throw, use the
The Lobos picked up their first option, and sprint outs."
WAC win last week~nd by downing
Of the teams who have beaten the
Texas-El Paso 33-17 and Arizona Wildcats, a passing game seemed to
lost by a 35-14 score at the hands of be the element that did the 'Cats in.
Colorado State.
Mondt said, "Arizona plays a 5-2
Commenting on the UTEP game, defense, which is tough against the
Mondt said, ~'In the first half we run. They have a good secondary
had lots of problems, but we won' in but they only have three men in
the second half. We dominated the there. They use five men on the
second half and it sure makes me line, commit the two outside men,
feel good. My coaches made the and putthree in the short zone."
right adjustments." · ·
If UNM does come out passing,
Mondt said Arizona runs out of a Mondt will have fine receivers in
power 'I' formation, much like Preston Dennard , Chris Combs,
what Colorado ran out of.
Ricky Martin, Walt Arnold, Keith
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"Vision's Fugitives"!Sensations Pix/Ail Ears Records SF 11478
By DAN HUMENICK
The notes on the back·cover of this album describe Sensation Fix as a
"driving force in the realm of alternative musical thought. ,-I have no idea
what that means. Vague classifications such as this always strike me as
entirely meaningless, especially when groups and artists as. diverse as David
Bowie; Gentle Giant and now Sensations Fix are lUmped together in the
same field.
·
Sensations Fix does not deserve to be mentioned in the same breath as
Gentle Giant ~nd Bowie •. A popular rock group in Italy, SF does not live up
to the preten~~ous ~rom1ses of the cove: blurb writer. Buyers succumbing
t~ t~e hype ( .Insp1red by t?e book~ of Kurt Vonnegut" and "this group
d1sp.ays that Immaculate vtrtue wh1ch has sadly become a vice on these
shores: musical talent") will be disappointed and perhaps outraged by this
album.

.Ch ieftains-lteland
"The Chieftains LiveJ"/Tize Chieftains/ Island Records ILPS 9501
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
. Irish mus~c lo~ers arise. For that matter, even non-Irish music lovers
ar.1se. Th~ Chteftams have released a beautiful live album of traditional
Insh mustc.
·.Using s~ch instrume~ts as penny wistles, Irish harp, tiompan, bodharm,
~!dleann pipes, c_oncertma, flute and fiddle, the Chieftains perform reels
Jigs and lovely Insh ballads.
'
The recording of this .Irish group was made at the Symphony Hall in
Boston and Massey Hal11n. T?ronto. For a live recording, the sound is very
full and clear, but the music Itself, all instrumental, contains the beauty of
the album. Whet~ler you are familar with Irish music or not, this album is
extre.mely acccss1?le. The warmth of the intricate musical dynamics
dommate, preventmg th~ musi,c from ,sounding the least bit foreign.
For a record collect1on frlled w1th Fleetwood Mac Frampton and
Ronstadt, The Chieft.ains Live would be a beautiful diverslon,

"C,J. will start but I expect to
play both he and Noel. Noel is
feeling better this week, last week
he was sick." Mondt said.
Should Jones mix running plays

I

Something New
in Old Town
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UNM. quarterback C. J. Jones will start against Arizona Saturday night although Coach Bill Monsa1d Noel Mazzone will play.

Conference Leaders Meet
Tempe, Ari. Saturday night to
tangle with the number two Sundevils, also undefeated in WAC

Linkers Sixth

play.

Arizona State pulverized the
Utah Wyoming Cowboys last
weekend in Tempe by a score of 45-

~~~;•a umcs:Lob;sp;;f~i~·

John J. McMahon, a network
program executive, said Ali will
play a slave who becomes a U.S.
Senator in the production
scheduled for next year.

II
:

FREE in the Hokono. Cellar
Tonite from 9pm-lo.m
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Christmas
Portrait
5x7
($10.00 Value)
ABSOLUTELY
NO STRINGS
A ITACHED

Now $9.00

Men & yvomen

reg. -$2G:6fJ

wool blend Pullover's
Men & women wool blend
Cardigan's & Pullovers

Now $16.00
r~g.-$29.00-

white, red green camel navy

only 21 remain First come first buy

Friday & Saturday Only

The Garret
619 San Mateo, N.E.
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••
••
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•
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"We haven't finished lower than sixth in any tournament this fall,"
In non-conference games,
Knight said. "This was the toughest competition we've faced."
Colorado State travels to West
Golf powerhouses Houstion and Oklahoma State competed in the Texas State and.Wyoming travels to
tourney. The OSU Cowboys took the team title.
Utah State.

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Heavyweight
champion
Muhammad Ali will make his debut
as a dramatic television star in
"Freedom Road," a six-hour miniseries based on Howard Fast's best. ·selling novel, NBC announced.

We have little somethlngs
that you can afford

TRAVELLER

In other WAC games this
weekend,
Utah plays host to the
Lobo golfer John Fields shot a 221 to finish among the top 10 linkers to
Texas-El
Paso
Miners and· UNM
lead UNM. to a sixth-place finish at the Harvey Penick invitational
and
Arizona
square
off in Tucson
collegiate golf tournament Wednesday in Austin, Texas,
for
their
last
game
against each
Fields, a freshman on coach Dwaine Knight's squad, has been the low
other.
Lobo the last two tourneys.

Superstar
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Western Athletic Conference
leader Brigham Young takes its
unblemished . league mark to

_o

.

400 San Felipe NW E2
242·0211

.,

0

0'

;i
with his passing game, UNM will 3
C'
have no one finer toting the ball ,_,
"
than junior Mike Williams.
.
,
The b_ulhsh fullback had hrs best
game tins season against UTEP last ~
.....
weekend, rushing for 236 yards in
47 carries.
Leading the Lobo defense this
weekend well be sophomore
Charles Baker with 99, followed by
Robert Rubmaugh with 78, and
Marion Cham pan with 73.

• 14 kt chain bracelets
under$9.00
• Turquoise, diamonds,
chains

.~

.

Sensation's Flx-ltnly

Ellis, ~nd Dave Wyrick.
. Belund the passing game will be
the arm of C.J. Jones. Jones will
start at the helm for Mandt but
Mondt said he will play Noei
Mazzone.
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Caldern-Latin Ametica
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Lobos Face Arizona Showdown

-~tnly

By GEQRGE GESNER
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Bnttisti
"Images"!Lucio Battisti
RCA TFLI-1839
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Kit Carson Rifle at Stake

268-0040

many other items
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
come by before you buy

November 13
10 o.m to 4 pm onl_y

Sunday

A Christmas offer to UNM, U of A and TV! Students,
Faculty & Staff and immediate family: wife, husband,
children, mother, father.
Dress warm. outdoor light will be used

Dogs. cats, pets welcome

265-2444

A - Photographer
1717 Girard NE

North of Indian
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By Jm JOHNSON
I,OBO Sports Writer
The last time anybody beat
Texas-El Paso in the WAC cross···country championships, McGovern
was trying to beat Nixon for the
presidency.
The last time UNM won the
Western Athletic Conference
championships, Nixon defeated
Humphrey.
In fact UTEP has not been
defeated in a meet since 1974, when
they finished third in the NCAA
meet.
Saturday, UTEP Jed by three of
its last year's four All-Americans, is
expected to not only win their fifth
consecutive WAC title, in Salt Lake
City, Utah, but to have a good

chance to keep their NCAA crown
as well, Nov. 21.
But a scrappy Lobo team will be
giving e'\erything it has to make the
top four which would qualify them
for the national meet.
"Everyone looks very strong
right now,'' UNM coach Bill
Silverberg. said of his runners.
"If one guy lets up now, we'll be
in trouble," he said.
UNM's Harrison Koroso should
make a strong bid for the individual
title as he ran right with UTEP' s
best runners in a dual race earlier
this year.
UTEP' coach Ted Banks said,
"Our kids are coming along real
well."
Three of UNM's top five run-

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

20o/o
Off
men's
shop

2120 Central S.E. • 243-6954

What does apartment
.living have that The
College Inn doesn't?
houseeleaning
dish washing
scrubbing
dusting
grocery shopping
cooking
commuting
Compare the high cost of buying food,
apartment rent and utility charges with
our room and board rates.
'

The

College
100

303 Ash St., N .E.
243-2881

ners, Koroso, Sammy Kipkurgat,
and Stan Waquie, are freshman.
The other two, Santa Fe's David
Segura and Canadian Peter Butler,
are sophmores.
UTEP has one senior, two
juniors, and two freshmen in their
top five. The top five runners are
the only ones who figure in the
team score ..
"Harrison will be in contention
for first place," Silverberg
predicted.
"Peter has been doing real well.
It was frustrating for him when he
was doing so well in workouts and
then having a poor race. He's
trained awfully hard," Silverberg
said.
. ,
Butler is "very confident that
he'll do well Saturday," Silverberg
said.
Brigham Young, Wyoming and
Arizona are expected to give UNM
a tough battle for one of the four
invitations to the nationals in
Washington. ·
"BYU isn't as strong as they
thought the)' would be at the
beginning of the season,"
Silverberg said.
Wyoming defeated· BYU in a
dual meet last week.
BUYU's Benton Hart has the
best time on the Cougar team with a
30-minute six-mile time.
The top four Lobo runners have
picked up times of 29:55 and better
with Koroso leading the way with a
28:35 over a six-mile course.

Mel Practiss
Pre-med. Student

Harrier Peter Butler and his teammates travel to Salt Lake City, .
Utah to compete in the conference m~et.
UTEP's top four runners have
managed ti!l)e of 28:32 or better
with James Munyala finishing a
fast six miles in 28:14.
UTEP has 10 runners who have.
been timed withip I: 15 of each
other.
Arizona won the Pac-8 Southern
Division meet behind the running
of Thorn Hunt, who covered the

10,000 meters in 30:34.
Teams from the Big Sky Conference will also try to qualify as one
of the four teams from this region
along with independents Utah State
and Air Force.
Silverbuerg said, "We haven't
really put any pressure on winning
any of our meets this year because
we've been getting ready for thif,"

Final Fall Intramural
Recreation Results
The Chemistry Dept. defeated
the previously undefeated HPER
team to take first place honors in
faculty-staff noon hour volleyball
completed last week. The chemistry
team, behind the spiking of Tom
Neimczyk and brilliant team play of
Jim Kiley, Terry Lyle, Frip
Coleman, Marty Jones and Mike
Nokela won the championship
match with scores of 15-11, 8-15,
15-14.
Joe Cabarrus from the Law
School swept through his competition to take first place allUniversity honors this past week in
one-on-one basketball. Cabarrus
who stands 5' 10" beat 6'3" Kevin
Clancy in the finals.
Clancy had a fine otitside shot

but Cabarrus used his quickness
and superior shooting to win 10-7.
Jerry Gregory, Fiji won fraternity
honors by beating Tom Knauber,
Sigma Chi, in a very close 10-9
game. There was a total of 73 individuals entered in this year's
competition.

rting the tournament with
only one win, Sig Ep and Co. put it
all together for three games to win
the IM Co-Ree softball tournament
last week. Sig Ep and Co. was made
up of Sigma Pi Epsilon fraternity
and a group of women from the
tennis and basketball teams. Jean
Rostermundt, Susie Schuster along
with Meg and Beth Born helped the
Sig Eps capture the crown.

~Bomber'

Jim Rodriquez, Lmabda Chi
Alpha, beat Greg Gomez, Baptist
Student Union, to win a first place
T-shirt as all-University champ in
intramural billiards .•

Diane Schutz, Alpha Chi Omega,
bowled a 183-176-182, 541 total to
beat out Colette Robertson, Delta,
Delta Delta, 127-213-189,529 total,
in the women's bowling tournament held earlier this week at
Holiday Bowl.
In men's competition, Dino
Catsovio, an independent" entry,
bowled a five round' of 201-17 5203, 579 total to win the tourney.
Jay Gragg, Sigma Chi, had 174176-207 to finish with a 557 to
capture second place honors.

Recovering

HOUSTON (UPI) - Former
Louis was admitted to Methodist eight days hospitalized in intensive
Heavyweight Boxing Champion at 2 a.m. Saturday after a flight coronary care after suffering chest
Joe Louis Thursday underwent from Las Vegas, where he spent pains.
surgery for a ballooned blood vessel
at Methodist Hospital and was said
to be in stable condition.
Dr. Michael E. Debakey performed the repair of a "dissecting
aneurysm of a descending thoracic VOLLEYBALL - The Lobo Women travel to Colorado for their final
two conference matches of the season. The Lobos of coach Barbara
aorta" on Louis, 63, the "Brown
Butler
failed to win last weekend against New Mexico State and Texas-EI
Bomber" of the 1930's and 1940's.
Paso so . they will not qualify for regionals. UNM will play against
Colorado State and Northern Colorado.
"He tolerated the operation
well," a hospital spokesman said.
I
"His condition is stable. He is TENNIS -The Lobo women's squad is finished with conference play for
resting comfortably.''
the semest~r, but coach Larry Lindsay has scheduled a non-conference
m.atch agrunst the Albuquerque Indoor Tennis Club team. The match
wtll take place Saturday at the club.

Lobo Activities

,,.

can't miss him on campus, always wears white.
Constontly being sought after by freshmen and transfer students who mistake him for ice-cream man.
Mel drinks Life Beer from Miller because it's less filling. Can't afford to get filled up.
At last count he was in charge of 114 mice, 137 frogs and 240, uh .. .480 rabbits .
Spends spare time in library analyzing stitching on medical books.

the ASUNM Speakers Committee presents
autho.,!",. educator~ goet, essayist
1'11. Scott Momaday
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction for House Made Of Dawn
Voted Indian of the Year in 1969
Author of The· JourneY. Of Tai-Me and The Way To Rainy Mountain

Dr.

Topic: "Tribalism and Modern Society"
Tuesday Nov. 15, 8:00pm *Woodward Hall

'-----------------------<?!:

''

Tickets: In advance $3.00 & 11.50 at all
Ticketmaster locations
At the door $3.50 gen. public & '1.75 students

BASKETBALL - The Women cagers will play a scrimmage game
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the Arena against an Alumni team.
. The men's baske~ball team, in preparation for their season opener
agamst ~he Cuban Nattomtl 'Team Nov. 18, will play an intra-squad game
Sunday m Santa Fe at the College oF Santa Fe gym.
GY~NASTICS - Lobo gymnasts Perry Genovese and Jim Thompson ·
wtll be me~bers of the U.S. team Saturday in the Arcan who will
compete ~gamst. the <;:zechoslovakian National Team in a gymnastics
meet at 7.~0. Fnday n.tght are t~e complusories at Johnson Gym. UNM
students w~th.an ID wtll be ~dmttted free. Saturday night UNM students
can get thetr ttckets for $2 wtth a valid UNM ID.

Lite' Beer from Miller.

Everything you always wanted in a beer. And less.
,,

'·

DJAL·O·MATIC zig-zag .sewlns machine, makes
buttonholes, sews on buttons, monograms, wilhout
anachments. $27.00 and lake machine, 268-4393,
11115
' SONY C-60 cassene tapes. Unheard ot" value, 12 for
$12.00, Hi-Fl House, 255·1694, 3011 Monte Vista
NE.
11111
FOUND: keys in ash lrny in Mitchell Hall, (!i7':
NEW SONY TRINATRON. Unclaimed lay.a-way.
Claim Marron Hall, Rm. JOS.
11/16
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down pay.
mcJJI, $7.75 per month till balance Is paid orr. 266·
LOST: notebook in phone booth, Yale & Central
5871,
IJ/15
817177. Plcasccal1294·8186or345·7828.
11/16
DUE TO DJVOIICE. Will sacrifice equity. Red
I,OST: male Malamute/collie. Answers to Kilo. 247·
Clas•lc Ill and allachmcnts. Assume payments of
o-l
3116. Wht .. brn., blk. Reward.
11/17
$7.00 month, new guarantee. 266·5872.
ll/15
PIONEER . REPOSSESSED STEREO. Complete
stereo sYstem, full sized turntable, bl~; speakers, big
C) QA TYPING SERViCE, A comrlete typing and
AM/FM stereo, tape player. Assume payments,
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
$7.82 per month. 26R·4l94.
II/I~
·~ scholastic. Charts & tables, 345:2125.
t2/2
!lEST FOR LOWEST. Hitachi D-220 cassette deck
· """ LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now,
w/Dolby, Superior specs, $159,99. Hi·l'i House,
~ Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
255· I694, 30 II ,Monte Vist~ NE.
~ TYPING: MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564, fs USED STRAJGHTGRAIN BRIARS: better 11/11
than
Z SERVE In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233. 277·51)(!7, fo
newl l'incst hand·craflsmanship by Europe's best.
vi EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dlsscrtati<ms,
Ask about it at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell
';; reportS, proposals, scripts, Fraucnglass Associates,
SE.
11/il
Oil 344-8344.
I 1/18
1964 DODGE DART, $500.00. 265·8203.
11/11
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567,
l 1/16
ONE PAIR trade-in Bose 501 speakers. $85.00/ea.
AIKIDO LESSONS. Martial Art
Meditation.
HI·FI House, 255-1694,301 I Monte Vista l'!E,
Sandia Judo Clubs. 255·4629,
I I/ II
ll/11
TYPIST EXPERIENCED. Medical, legal, ap- • STERJlO KENWOOD- PIONEER- DUAL, one·
prnisnls, manuscripts, general. 266·4770.
I 1/14
year-old. Cost $835.00 new, Offer over $450;00,
420 Espanola SE, Apt, A.
11/14
JEWELRY- precious stones complimented w/silvcr
or gold, custom made. Call 277-4891. Ideal for
PANASONJC AM·FM STEREO receiver & S-track
Christmas gifts,
11115
player, $150.00 or best offer. CaJI 266·0770, 5·11
p.m.
I 1/14
TYPING, 1st quality, 883·7787,
trn
HARRIS TWEED sport coals; highest quality wool,
THE TYPB SHOP. 102 Richmond SE. 266·5035.
from $50.00 plus. Silks, beads, leathers, imported
Expert typing, Notary.
!Ill l
clothing. Freed Co., 415 Central Ave., NW, Albu·
THE TAILOR SHOP. 102 Richmond SE. 266-5035.
qucrque,N.M.
!tnt
Expert alterations, men's and Indies.
11/11
EXPERTTYP.ING. Reasonable rates, 266·3953.

Classifieds
Began On
Page 6
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SERVICES

8

&!

11/18

CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
EKTA-SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR,, Never
wage. Kitchen help startinll pay $2.65/hr. Waller &
used, S250.00 ror both. Call265-4836,
11/30
wail res$ openings available, super pay- super tips.
TICKETS to Elvis Presley's number one impression·
Apply in person, Coronado Center, Part or full
ist "Elvis Wade" in concert Friday, December 2,
time, day or night shifts.
12/1
1977, 7:30 p.m.; Albuquerque Civic Auditorium,
TEMPORARY
PART
TIME
~mployment:
Slay-InTickets available at all Tic~etmaster outlets, 11/15
School Program, Kirtland AFB, Jobs include:
EPIPHONE HOLLOW-BODY ELECTRIC
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
GUITAR. $150.00. 255·014$,
11/16
aides, clerk6 & elerk·typ)sts. Pay: $2.30/hr. •
MARANTZ STEREO AMPLIFIER, 35 watts per
$4.28/hr•. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
channel. Pristine, $125.00.294-8841, 6·9 p.m.
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opponunlty Em·
Jl/16
pioyer.
12/2
HP 21 CALCULATOR, Never u.1cd; includes opPART TIME HELP NEEDED. $400.00 monthly .
tional applications book. $75,00. Call after 6:00 or
Call881·4585, 1·3 p.m. only,
11/14
weekend,!, 268·2339.
II/ 16
PART TIME WO.RK- can be arranged· around your ·
1976 YAMAHA DOHC-500, $1300.00.5000 mi. 897·
schcdul~. Lunch hours required 11:30·1:30, Apply
0350aftcr3 p.m.
11/16
DcrWienerschnllzel, 6901 Lomas NE,
11/14
MERCEDES·IlENZ - ,1960, 220, Leaving town.
MARRIED STUDENT to live at motel as nite
$300,()0 firm. 277·2278.
11/11 •
manager in exchange for apt. Frontier Lodge, 6300
1960 TRAVELAJ:1. with '74 engine. New tires and
('•ntral SE. 256·3576,
tl /17
battery, $400~00. 268-7309,
11/11
1062 VW VAN; mechanically sound, cwned by VW
mechanic. $55o.oo. 255·4692.
11/11
RIDES TO NYC weekly. $55.00. lTC, 255·6830,

7.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work ln. the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233, 271·
5907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards,
Hours Ocxible. Call S.I.A., 242·5261.
12/2
OVERSEAS JOBS. summer/year-round, Europe, s.
America, Australia, ,Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free in:
formation- write lnternatiomil Job Center, Dept,
NB, llox4490, Berkeley, CA 94704,
11/4
ADDRESSERS WANTED Immediately! Work at
home - no cxp-.rienee necessary - excellent pay,
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
?~Q nallas. TX 75?.11.
11/16
HELP WANTED, 18 or over, Apply Subway San·
dwlches, 8019 Menual NE.
11/15

'

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Oym on Cornell.
Special order service.
11/14

4.

HOUSING

SIIALAKO ,JNN· has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid, City bus service down
Ccmral available. Apartment Includes modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises, 12901 Central NE, 299·0434.
12/2
UTIL.• ITII.lS I' AID, Coly I bedroom collage, fenced,
blocks to UNM, $115,00 262·1751, Valley Rentals.
$30.00 fee.
II I 16
FENCED PRIVACY: carpeted 4 room home, patio.
Now $120.00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30,00 fcc.
11116
3 IJLOCKS TO UNM: I bedroom, bills paid, $55.00.
262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fcc,
11/16
SPACIOUS NEW EFFICIENCY; utilities paid,
$105.00. One mile from UNM. 243·0874 eves. 11/15

5.

FORSALE

MAXEI.L UD C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. Fircny,
llox 7583, 87104. 256-1495.
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
1/27
SINGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of
line, ~till guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, com·
pulcritcd buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg.
$800.00; now $150.00 cash. 821·4256.
11/14

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~w

~ ~~.~~~~~ ~~~o/ Chrisbnas Book Sale
~
~
~

TRAVEL

Monday, Nov.H- Friday, Nov. 18 • 8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m.
Journalism Building, room 220 (NW Corner of Yale at Central)

II/II

ACROSS
1 Elaborate ·
songs
6 The "S" of
"GBS"
10 Fish
· 14 Fr. relative
15 Roof
overhang
16 Ali: Prefix
17 Western
19 Become the
owner o·f
20 Settled an
account: 2
words
21 Slope
23 Furnishing
style
25 Count
Tolstol
26--Brunswick
27 Haberdashery
item
29Gr.
resistance
group
31 Flop: Slang
33 Ash
receptacle
34 The
populace
36 U.K. money
40 Ethnic
group
42 Opera's
Beverly----44 Charge
45 Prepare to
pray
47 Ducks

49 Asian shrub
50 Boy
52 Ending for
thermo or
photo
53 Plant
appendage
54 Large
throng
57 Pieces in ·
checkers
59 Newts
61 Too highly
recompen-·
sed·
64 Occurrences
6711. money
68 Emphatic
"No:2
words
70 Dillseed
71 Ending for
cap or citron
72 Dead: Prefix
73 Soaks
74 Canadian
whiskies
75 Precipitous
DOWN
1 On top of
2 Biblical
word of
reproach
3 Occurrence
4 " ... -----in
the affairs
"
5 Led down
the garden
path
6 VIOO yen
7 Biblical verb
8 Be of use

(;reat Bargains

w Argentina,

1943-1976: The National
Revolution and Resistance by Donald C.

~
Hodges. "A remarkable history of modern
~ Argentine
politics."- Library Journal
W Reg. $9.95
Salcl1 rice$5

I

Outstanding Specials

Western Interest

Bonanza Victorian: Architecture and Society
in Colorado Mining Towns by C. Eric

Borl:!er/and in Retreat: From Spanish
Louisiana to the Far Southwest by Abraham

Stoehr. "Mandatory for . . . anyone interested in Colorado or the development of
the American town expression." - Journal.

ofthe West
Reg. $11.95

Sale Price $5

Felix Cohen's Handbook of Fedeml Indian
Law by Felix Cohen. A facsimile of Cohen's
1942 work, which gave "to Indians useful
weapons in the struggle that every minority
must wage to maintain its liberties."
Reg. $25
Sale Price $12.50
Indian Painters & JVhite Patrons by J .J.
Brody. "I do recommend this book to
anyone interested in Indian painting, if for
no other reason than for the soul-searching it
ought to cause many a collector. and
curator." - 'Richard Conn, Arizona

P. Nasatir. "Offer[s) invaluable lessons for
understanding the complex factors involved
in Spain's loss of her North American
claim." - Hispanic Americqn Historical
Review. Judged Best Western Book of 1976
by Westerners International
Reg. $12
SalePrice$5

Dancing Gods: Indian Ceremonials of New
Mexico and Arizona by Erna Fergusson.
''Highly readable ... Definitely a must for
the Southwestern bookshelf." New
Mexico Magazine
Reg. $7.50

Sale Price $2

First Mail 1-Vest: Stagecoach Lines on the
Santa Fe Trail by Morris F. Taylor. "Fill[s] a

1976

.

Reg. $12

Sale Price$5

Ecology in Ancient Civilizations by J.
Donald Hughes. '.'Adds an important new
dimension to our knowledge of the dynamics
of civilizations, and to man's effects on his
world." -Human Behavior
Reg. $9.50
Sale Price$4

Methods and Theories of Anthropological
Genetics edited by M.H. Crawford and P.L.
Workman. "It is publication of books like
this which confirms that anthropological
genetics has come of age." - Annals of

Human Biology
Sale Price $7 .SO

definite gap in knowledge by providing a 'The Mexican Cinema: Interviews with
history ... from 1850 to I 880 ... [when] the Thirteen Directors by Beatriz Reyes Nevares.
Santa Fe Trail continued to be a vital link in "Concise and pertinent interviews on ... the
Republic
•
objective problems of the contemporary
Reg. $15
Sale Price $7 the transportation system of the far south- Mexican cinema and their causes." west."- American Historical Review
The Painter and the Photograph: From
Library Journal
Sale Price $5
Delacroix to 1-Varhol by Van Deren Coke. Reg. $10
Reg. $9.95
· Sale Price$5
"This is a book that should be in every ar- Guide to the New Mexico Mountains by
tist's library, whatever medium in which they Herbert E. Ungnade. "A practical com- Pursuit of the Ancient Maya: Some
pendium full of inaps and helpful details.''
Archaeologists of Yesterday by Robert L.
Work."- Art week
Brunhouse. "Warm, sympathetic, and
Reg.$32
Sale Price $16 - Westways
Reg. $7.50
Sale Price $3 compelling account of the lives and
~~---~----:,:::;~~n:BMMj The Land of Poco Tiempo by Charles F. ... contributions [of] seven archaeologists of
Lummis. "Much of this book reads as an the first half of this century in Middle·
almost desperate plea for the simple. vir- America.''- Artgallery.
Reg.$8.95
·
SalePrice$4
tues." -Journal of the West
Reg. $5
Sale Price $3
Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor
The Anglo-Spanish Struggle for
Diplomacy
in Cuba, 1933-1945 by Irwin F.
Politics in New Mexico by Jack E. Holmes.
Mosquitia
)J "A highly sophisticated study of the political
Gellman. "An excellent case study of how
Frontier Army Sketches
iA process in New Mexico from statehood to the
the United States was able to maintain and
General Pope and U.S. Indian Policy
strengthen its political and economic control
Great Society.'' -Social Science Quarterly
The Last Face: Emily Dickinson's
over Cuba while seeming to relinquish it."Reg. $7.95
Sale Price $4
~
Manuscripts
)J
Hispanic American Historical Review
The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico: A
11 Rio Grande Wet backs: Mexican
~
Reg.
$12
Sale Price $2
Herita~:e o/ Pride by Nancie L. Gonzalez.
M
Migrant I<J-'orkers
iA
"The best study of Mexican-Americans on
Sixteenth-Century Mexico: The 1-Vork of
·a one-stage level." ·- c.hoice
Sahagun edited by Munro S. Edmonson. 1 'A
Reg. $7,95
Sale Price $3
rnai"" contribution to the study of Aztec

I

.

I

II One Dollar Specials I1
1
I

I

I

I .
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1

-

I
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MISCELLANEOUS

WEAVE your own X·mas gifts- quick, inexpensive,
unusual, 3 week cour~e-the Weaver'sStudio, 205
Stanford SE, 265·9100.
Ul23
FREE! FREEl FREE! Outdoor portrait, Sx7 double·
weight. Absolutely no strings altachedl UNM stu·
dents, faculty, staff or immediate family {J.D.
required), Sunday, November 13, 10 a.m. to4 p.m.
Come to A-Photographer, 1717 Girard lllvd. NE,
just north of lnidan School Rd., opposite the Albu·
querque Tennis Club. Dogs, cats, pets welcome.
.
11/11
2 ADORABLE KITTENS. Free to loving owner(s).
247-3493.·
1115

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

•

,......,...,....,......;:,.~

9 Sent forth
10 Swamps
11 With full
force
12 Sarcastic
13Muscular.
power
18 Lyric poems
·22 Cloverleaf
arm
24 Send money
27 Asia Minor
citizen
28 Turkey's
neighbor
30 Fixes shoes
32 Secure
35 Roof piece
37 Less pleasant: 3
words
38 Corner of a

sail
39 Style
41 Snakelike
fish
43 Toiled
46 Light maker
48 Singer Rise
51 Lessableto
hear
54 Grinder
55 Of sheep
56 Soft cap
58 Willy's
partner
60 Doctrine
62 Rodents
63 Valley
65 Vetch
66 Soft mud
69 Tasmania:
Abbr.

society and the founding·of New Spain."-

Solllh Eastern Latin Americanist
Reg. $15

Sale Price$4.50

Structure and Process in Latin America:
Patronage, Clientage, and Power Systems
edited by Arnold Strickon and Sidney M.
Greenfield. "A useful compendium o(
rc~carch on one pervasive institution in Latin
American
society."
Americ(ln

Anthropologist
Reg. $10 .

Sale Price $3.50
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~ !~~c~e~ya~~b~;cderick ~
New Paperbacks

*The

~

Reg. $20

8.

TO DAY'S. CROSSWORD. PUZZLI

We will be open through the noon hour during the sale. All books listed are new, perfect
copies. All arc hardcover unless otherwise noted. We also have a wide assortment of
n other titles, some sJightly shopworn at sale prices while stocks last. All sale paperbacks ~ Brazilian Society by T. Lynn Smith.
~
$2.00, $1.00 or less. Cash only. No phone Orders.
··-~ "Fundamentally, this is the one book that
u~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ should be read first by anyone seeking to
understand Brazil. .. [and] impending social
change there." - Social Science for Winter

~

RIDES TO L.A. &. SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
$39.00, lTC, 255·6830.
II/II
G()ING PLACES" fOR THANKSGIVING OR
CHRISTMAS? Advertise your destination in the
LOBO's Travel section. 2.77·5656
11111

f.(

Manfred
Reg $2 95

~

Sale Price $1
of Don Pedro by

I *Th~ ~onquest
I Harvey Fergusson
W Reg.$2.95
SalcPrice$1
I *Far from Cibola by Paul Horgan
~

!
!
!

•

~

)J

SalePrice$1 ~
W *Grant of Kingdom by Harvey ~
Fergusson
iS\
~ Reg, $3.45
Sale Price $1

~

Rcg.$2.95

m

Mexican

Americans

Tomorrow: ~
Per- 1'1

I J::ducationa/ and Ecolzomic
1 spectives edited by Gus Tyler
~
~

~

Sale Price$1 ~
11ze Northern Colonial Frontier, 1607- ~
f.( 1763 by Douglas Edward Leach
3A
W Reg. $4.95
Sale Price $2 ~
Plural Society in the Southwest edited ~
W by Edward H. Spicer and Raymond H.
~ Thompson
·
~Reg. $3.95
Sale Price$] ~
~ The Ne!'iilutionary Frontier, 1763~ 1783 by Jack M. Sosin
f.( Reg. ~4. Y.:J
Sale Price $2
Reg. $4.95

I
I

I The Transportation Frontier: Trans1 Missi.rsippi /Fest, 1865-1890 by Oscar
I ~~g~J~~~~r
Sale Price $2
I *From the Zia Books series, recipient
I of Special A ward in 1977./rom Border
1 .Regional Library Association
I

I
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